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Abstract 

Solving #SAT problems is an important area of work. In this thesis, we dis

cuss implementing Tetris, an algorithm originally designed for handling natural 

database joins, as an exact model counter for the #SAT problem, where we want to 

count the number of satisfying solutions to a SAT formula. Tetris uses a simple ge

ometric framework, yet manages to achieve the fractional hypertree-width bound. 

While the original Tetris paper made theoretical connections to #SAT, it left open 

the questions of implementation and practicality, which we tackle. 

In this thesis, we achieve the following objectives. First, we have utilized Tetris 's 

design to allow it to handle complex problems involving extremely large numbers 

of clauses on which other state-off-the-art model counters do not perform well. 

The result outperforms other solvers by multiple orders of magnitude, while still re

maining competitive on standard #SAT benchmarks. Second, we use SIMD tech

niques and a novel breadth-first design to construct a data structure capable of effi

ciently handling and caching all of the data Tetris needs to work on over the course 

of the algorithm. Third, we have modified Tetris in order to move from a theoret -

ical, asymptotic-time-focused environment to one that performs well in practice, 

including adding techniques that allow for intelligent shortcutting where possible. 

In particular, we have introduced various strategies that allow us to significantly 

reduce the number of database calls while not adding a significant amount of over

head. Fourth, we have found a natural set of model counting benchmarks on which 

Tetris outperforms other model counters. 

vi 
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INTRODUCTION 

#SAT the problem of determining the number of solutions to a given SAT formula, is the pro

totypical #P-complete problem. #SAT (as well as its NP-complete cousin SAT, which is simply 

to find a solution to a formula) are not only of great interest in computational complexity but 

by their completeness turn out to be a great tool to model a wide host of practical problems. NP 

problems, formally defined as problems whose answers can be verified in polynomial time, take 

many forms. These include both well-studied theoretical problems such as the Traveling Sales

man problem and vertex cover pro blems, along with applications such as in resource allotment, 

hash functions and password verification, and even the RSA and Diffie-Hellman problems that 

constitute the public-key cryptography at the backbone of most Internet commerce. 

These are just the tip of the iceberg that are NP problems. More include checking safety 

properties of finite-state automata, which can in turn be applied to ensuring the safety of real 

hardware [52]. Another application is the verification of stream ciphers' difficulty: if a stream 

cipher can be decoded quickly by an adversary, it is clearly inappropriate for use [27]. Some 

researchers have even used them to determine whether or not there are bugs in a given piece of 

code [25]. 

#SAT similarly has many real-world applications. For instance, researchers have found 

utilizations in probabilistic scenarios, such as probabilistic logical programming [17]. There, 

the goal is to find the probability that a given outcome will occur, when the number of possible 

scenarios is exponential in size - for instance, whether to include or exclude a certain variable. 

Thus, the natural approach is to calculate the total number of successes and divide it by the 

total number of inputs. Yet this former number would be exactly the natural output of a #SAT 

solver on the original instance. Thus, one can use a #SAT solver to calculate the desired value. 

Hence, these pro blems are of great importance. In order to prove their difficulty, researchers 
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have succeeded in reducing all of these problems to SAT and reducing SAT to all of these prob

lems. Each SAT instance is composed of a number of disjunctive clauses, each of which must 

be satisfied in order for the problem as a whole to be satisfied, and these reductions generally 

come down to dividing each problem into equal parts, each of which can be mapped to a clause. 

Therefore, an algorithm that efficiently handled any one of these problems would suffice to ef

ficiently solve all of them. Yet no one has managed to design such an algorithm; and by the 

same token, no one has managed to definitively prove that such an algorithm cannot exist. This 

problem has proven so resilient and the answer so elusive that it is widely considered one of the 

greatest unsolved problems in all of computer science. [5] 

We will leave answering that question to others, and instead focus on the techniques devel

oped to tackle them despite their difficulty. While a correct answer can be verified in polynomial 

time, none of them are believed to be solvable in deterministic polynomial time; that is, none of 

them are believed to be in P. This is often expressed as that there is no known way to solve the 

problem that is superior to brute force; however, this is not the case. There are many techniques 

that can be used, including relaxation methods, where some aspect of the problem is made sim

pler in order to allow for a adequately correct output. That said, there are many applications for 

which an approximate answer is unsatisfactory, and an exact one is demanded. 

Yet this quest is not hopeless: while the best known algorithm for an exact solution takes 

exponential time-if it did not, the problem would be in P-manypractical NP problems feature 

some underlying structure that a solver can exploit to solve the problem within a reasonable 

time. We will focus on this scenario. 

A wide array of solvers have been invented in order to find these exact answers [50]. The fun

damental idea is that the solvers can exploit the structural properties ofreal-life SAT problems 

to solve them efficiently. These techniques include the DPLL procedure, a depth-first search 

procedure where the algorithm makes guesses on the assignments one variable at a time, de

termines at each stage whether or not this produces a conflict, and uses that information to 

learn new clauses and get closer to finding the satisfying assignment [35]. The clauses learned 

largely take the form of literals and pure variables. By literals, we mean clauses of the form (xi ) 

or (j\ ); in other words, clauses that contain a single variable. Since any satisfying assignment 

must satisfy this clause, DPLL uses this clause to determine what value X i should have, which 

is information that can simplify all other clauses. By pure variables, we mean variables whose 
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negation appears in no clauses. This can be exploited by assigning all pure variables to their 

value and then simplifying the remaining clauses [35]. 

By utilizing these techniques and others, these solvers have proven to perform well on wide 

varieties of inputs. Nevertheless, the demand for superior solvers, ones that can solve even 

bigger problems even faster, never ceases. 

Now we come to Tetris. Recently in the database literature, the work ofAbo Khamis et al. [38] 

connected the DPLL procedure to computing natural joins. In particular, they presented the 

Tetris algorithm, which computes the natural join with beyond worst-case theoretical guar

antees. As a special case, Tetris also recovers some of the recent worst-case optimal join re

sults [47, 56, 48]. Abo Khamis et al. then showed that Tetris is an DPLL procedure and pointed 

out how one of the main step in their algorithm is exactly the resolution step that is ubiquitous 

in DPLL-based SAT solvers. Given the close ties of SAT solvers to DPLL, they left open the 

following intriguing possibility: 

Can Tetris be implemented as a SAT solver or model counter that can compete with 

state-of-the-art solvers? 

I. I Our contributions 

Our main result is to show that Tetris can indeed be implemented as a model counter that is 

competitive with state-of-the-art model counters on actual datasets. 

While [38] presented a nice geometric framework to reason about algorithms to compute 

the natural join query, some of its simplicity arose from inefficiencies that matter when imple

menting Tetris as a model counter. Before we present the issues we tackle, let us give a quick 

overview of Tetris. The fundamental idea is that, rather than working to create the output of 

a join directly, it instead attempts to rule out large sections of the cross product of the joined 

tables [38]. Initially, Tetris is given a set of sets whose union is the set of all incorrect solutions 

to the problem Tetris is solving. In other words, any solution to the problem must not be a 

member of this union. By efficiently querying this set of sets, and by adding to it intelligently at 

various times (such as by adding a new exclusion whenever an output point is found), Tetris is 

able to rule out increasingly large sets of potential solutions. Once it has ruled out all possible 

solutions, it terminates and outputs the list of solutions. 
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Here, we extend Tetris to function as a SAT solver. This is possible due to how Tetris works on 

problems. At its core, Tetris breaks down a problem space into a series of evenly-divided layers. 

Each of these layers can be viewed as being akin to a balanced tree, with half of all inputs being 

placed on one side of a tree and the other half on the other. Meanwhile, in a SAT problem, we 

can similarly view assignments as a tree, where for a given node, we branch left if it is assigned 

to false and right if it is assigned to true. Therefore, solving SAT problems using Tetris is a matter 

of performing that mapping from SAT to boxes, and then building an implementation that can 

efficiently handle the inputs. 

We tackle the following issues with the theoretical presentation ofTetris in [38]: 

1. At any point, Tetris needs to keep track of the union of all the potential solutions it has 

ruled out. To do this, [38] used a simple trie data structure to keep track of the union. 

However, this loses some poly-logarithmic factors and proves detrimental to practical 

performance. To deal with this, we design a new data structure that essentially com

presses consecutive layers in the traditional trie into one 'mega layer.' Inspired by the 

used of SIMD instructions by EmptyHeaded [13] (to speed up implementations of worst

case optimal join algorithms [48]), we set up the compression in a manner that lends itself 

to speedup via SIMD instructions. 

2. The analysis ofTetris in [38] was for data complexity. This implies they could afford to use 

exponential (in the size of the join query) time algorithm to find an appropriate ordering 

in which to explore different variables. In #SAT instances, we can no longer assume that 

the number of variables is a constant, and hence we cannot obtain an optimal ordering 

using a brute force algorithm. We deal with this by designing heuristics that take the 

structure of Tetris into account. 

3. As mentioned earlier, Tetris (like a DPLL procedure) performs a sequence ofresolutions; 

and theoretically, it can store the outcomes of all the resolutions it performs. However, 

for practical efficiency, we use a heuristic to decide which resolution results to cache and 

which ones to discard. We additionally move to a breadth-first search approach (as op

posed to a depth-first one) in order to improve performance. 

4. Tetris works ideally when the number of active clauses (i.e., clauses that can still poten

tially be made unsatisfied) is high. However, there often come times when only a small 
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number of clauses remain active. We present a new framework, the singleton strategy, 

that allows Tetris to improve its speed in these situations. 

5. Similarly, while the standard Tetris procedure works extremely well for clauses with a high 

number of variables, it can struggle when clauses have very few variables. For instance, 

if every clause has a significant percentage of the total variables (as opposed to, say, a 

constant numbe), Tetris by default will perform better as compared to other SAT solvers. 

However, many practical instances of SAT problems contain a large number of clauses 

with only two variables, and so improving Tetris 's performance here is a worthy goal. We 

introduce a new locks paradigm in order to handle this scenarios. 

Our experimental results are strong. On some natural #SAT benchmarks based on count

ing number of occurrences of small subgraphs in a large graph (which we created), our im

plementation of Tetris is at least two orders of magnitude (and in most cases more than three 

orders of magnitude) faster than the standard model counters (sharpSAT [55], Cachet [51] and 

dSharp [44]). We also compare Tetris with these model counters on standard SAT benchmarks, 

where Tetris completes a similar percentage ofdatasets within a given time limit and completes 

some tasks faster than any other solver. 

1.2 Theoretical Implications 

While this thesis deals with an experimental validation of the theoretical result from [38], we 

believe that it highlights certain theoretical questions that are worth investigating. We highlight 

some of our favorite ones: 

1. Extending Tetris beyond join queries. As our work has shown, Tetris can be used to solve 

problem beyond the original natural join computation. Recently, the worst-case optimal 

join algorithms were shown to be powerful enough to solve problems in host of other 

areas such as CSPs (of which MaxSAT is a prominent example), probabilistic graphical 

models and logic [14]. (Also see the followup work [36].) The beyond worst-case results 

in [38] have so far seemed more of a theoretical novelty. However, given that we demon

strate the viability of Tetris in practice, this work opens up the tantalizing possibility of 

extending the theoretical results ofTetris to problems captured by [14, 36]. 
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2. Computing orderings efficiently. As mentioned earlier, the theoretical results for Tetris as

sumes that the required ordering among variables can be computed in exponential time. 

However, for applications in SAT (as well as other areas such as probabilistic graphical 

models, assuming the question in the item above can be answered), we need to com

pute orderings that are approximately good in polynomial time. Thus, a further avenue of 

theoretical investigation is to come up with a polynomial time algorithm to compute the 

ordering, and to prove some guarantees on the loss of performance from the case where 

Tetris has access to the 'optimal' ordering. Some of the heuristics developed in this thesis 

might prove to be good starting points for this investigation. 

We would like to point that that the importance of efficiently computing variable order

ings has been studied a lot in AI and database literature. Some of the very recent work on 

Generalized Hypertree Decompositions (which are well known to be equivalent to vari

able elimination orderings) could potentially be useful towards this goal [28]. 

3. Time-space tradeoff. Recent results on worst-case optimal algorithms to compute natural 

joins [47, 56, 48] and to compute joins with functional dependencies [15] all focus exclu

sively on time complexity. However, as highlighted by our work, being more prudent with 

space usage in fact benefits actual performance. This point was also indirectly highlighted 

in [38], where it was shown that resolution schemes that did not cache their intermediate 

results are strictly less powerful than those that do (in the context of computing the natu

ral join). However, we believe that a systematic theoretical study of the tradeoff between 

time and space needed to compute the natural join is an attractive route to pursue. 

1.3 Organization ofThesis 

We will begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the fundamental concepts necessary to understand 

both SAT problems and details on Tetris itself, all while giving a hands-on example ofhow Tetris 

would handle a toy example. From there, we will move into Chapter 3, an in-depth analysis of 

our major contributions. Afterwards, we will continue with our experimental results in Chapter 

4. Then we will consider the novel Locks Strategy in Chapter 5, along with results tailored to that 

strategy. Finally, we will discuss related work in the field in Chapter 6, and conclude in Chapter 

7. 
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2 

BACKGROUND 

Now that we have established our motivation, we next need to give ourselves the grounding, 

both theoretical and practical, to understand the Tetris algorithm itself and how it calculates the 

number of solutions to a SAT formula. To that end, we will first spend some time introducing 

various core concepts behind the SAT problem itself, along with how we will translate those 

concepts into the geometric framework ofTetris. Once we have achieved that goal, we will next 

introduce operations we can perform on those structures, most notably resolutions. Finally, we 

will use all of that to introduce the Tetris algorithm itself in a broad, general setting, which will 

prepare us to dive into the algorithm and its implementation in more detail in the succeeding 

chapters. 

2.1 SAT and Boxes 

We begin by defining several key terms and ideas. First, we formally introduce the well-studied 

NP-hard satisfaction problem, or SAT. A SAT problem consists of a series of Boolean variables, 

x1, x2 , ... , Xn, joined together in a series of AND and OR clauses, where AND is represented with 

the A operator and OR is represented with the v operator. We will additionally allow for the 

negation operator, so that X i is the negation of some variable X i . Using these three operators, 

we can create a larger SAT formula, which can be turned into a SAT instance by coupling it 

with a single question: "Does there exist a satisfying assignment to this formula?" Any algorithm 

that tackles this instance will be asked to answer this question either yes or no; and if yes, said 

algorithm will also be asked to provide such a satisfying assignment. This is an assignment of 

true or false to each of the variables such that the Boolean formula is satisfied; that is, that all 

clauses are satisfied. 
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Instances are generally presented in the conjunctive normal form (CNF), a simplification 

wherein the entire formula is written as a series of AN Ds over a set of disjunctive clauses. It can 

be shown that all SAT formulas can be rewritten in CNF form (TODO: ref?). One example of a 

formula in CNF form would be (x1 v x2) A (x1 v .x2). The satisfying assignment for this formula 

would be x1 = T, x2 = T. As we can see, by assigning each individual variable to true, the full 

formula is true. 

Now, we see that we have only concerned ourselves with whether or not the formula con

tains any solution. For many purposes, this is sufficient; however, there are times when we wish 

to know all possible solutions, or even simply their number. For this purpose, we introduce 

#SATThis problem takes as input a boolean formula, much like regular SAT but it instead asks 

for an algorithm to report the total number of satisfying solutions. 

Next, we will consider the idea ofboxes, which is how our algorithm will interpret SAT prob

lems. Each box is an n-dimensional structure in {O, l}n, where n is the number of variables in 

the original SAT problem. We will define this set as the output space; that is, all potential out

puts will be elements of this set. Each of our boxes exists within this hypercube, and along each 

dimension has the value 0, the value 1, or extends along the full length of the edge. The reason 

for this is simple: 0 corresponds to false, 1 to true, and the length of the edge to both. Hence

forth, we will use A to refer to edges with length 1. Observe that, from these definitions, we can 

consider every assignment to be a 0-dimensional box; this will be important later. Additionally, 

we will implicitly assign Oto false and 1 to true, giving us the following definition: 

Definition 1 (Box Notation). A box takes the form (b1, b2 , .. • , bn) , where each bi E: {T, F, A}. 

Figure 2.1: A few sample boxes. We see here the boxes (A,F,F), (A,F,A), and (A,A,A). While 
boxes are, technically speaking, strictly the corners of what we depict as the boxes, we depict 
them with the edges and surfaces drawn for the purpose ofvisual clarity. 

Then, our goal will be to find the set ofpoints within the output space that are not contained 

by any boxes, where containment is defined as follows: 
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Definition 2 (Containment). The box (b1,b2, ... ,bn) contains the box (c1,c2, ... ,cn) if, for all i , 

bi =Ci or bi =;\,. 

Additionally, since a point is itself a box, we can apply this same definition to points: a point 

is contained in a box if, for every variable, the box matches the point or has the value ;\,. There

fore, this gives us a second, informal definition of containment: a box b contains another box c 

if, for all points p E c, it is true that p Eb. 

Any such point will be termed an output point, and the goal of an algorithm working on 

these boxes is either to determine whether or not there exists such a point, and output one if 

so, or else to output the total number of output points. These two goals are exactly analogous 

to the goals of the SAT and #SAT problems. 

However, there is one key difference between these two representations. Each clause in a 

CNF formula is essentially a subproblem wherein at least one variable's assignment must match 

its value in the clause for the assignment to possibly be satisfying. However, with boxes, the ex

act opposite is true: if an assignment matches the value for the boxes on all non-;\, dimensions, 

we reject the assignment. In other words, if we go back to our geometric visualization of these 

boxes, any and all assignments that are contained are rejected. 

We would like to devise a means by which to convert any given SAT problem in CNF form 

to the boxes format. The key observation here is simply that any satisfying assignment can be 

viewed as the negation of the boxes: if it is contained in no box, it is a satisfying assignment; if it 

is contained in any box, return false. Therefore, the most important step is simply the negation 

of the CNF formula; the rest is all bookkeeping. For the exact algorithm, see Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Conversion from CNF to boxes 
1: for each CNF clause do 
2: Negate the clause 
3: Set all Xi to F, and all x j to T 
4: Set all variables not present in the clause to ;\,. 
5: Insert into the database {See Definition 6} 
6: endfor 

Let us consider the following toy example CNF problem: 
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Our first step is to negate each clause, which will give us a disjunctive normal form (DNF) 

co-problem: (.x1 A .i2) v (.x1 A x2) v (.x2 A .i3). 

Next, we will convert to boxes (by replacing a variable with T and its negation with F) and 

add all missing variables (as A). After conversion, our three clauses become (F, F, A), (F, T, A), 

and (A, F, F). These are the boxes that form the initial input to the analogous box problem, a 

visual depiction of this can be seen in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: The starting boxes for the box version of Example 1, and the corresponding SAT 
clauses. While boxes are, technically speaking, strictly the corners of what we depict as the 
boxes, we depict them with the edges and surfaces drawn for the purpose of visual clarity. 

2.2 Resolution 

We then come to the concept of resolution, a key aspect of Tetris and most state-of-the-art 

SAT solvers. Resolution can be defined over both CNF clauses and boxes; let us begin with the 

former. Let us consider two clauses in our CNF Example 1 once again: specifically, (x1 v x2) and 

(x1 v .x2). We see that these are two very similar clauses; they differ only in that the x2 term is 

negated in one and not the other. Therefore, we can resolve these two clauses by removing the 

x2 term and then taking the OR of all remaining variables. In this case, this gives us (x1). We 

then remove the original two clauses from the CNF problem and insert this new clause in its 

place. This is a significant simplification. 

Similarly, we can resolve any two clauses such that there is exactly one pivot variable, by 

which we mean a variable that appears in both clauses, but is negated in one and not the other. 

For instance, looking back at our example, we can also resolve (x1 v .x2) with (x2 v x3 ) to form 

(x1 v x3 ) The reasoning behind this is simple: if x2 is true, then x1 must be true; and if x2 is false, 
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then X3 must be true. Either way, one of x1 and X3 must be true, which allows us to create the 

resolved clause (x1 v x3 ), removing the original two, and simplifying the problem this way. Let 

us now formally define this process: 

Definition3 (Resolution on Clauses). Two clauses (Xi1 v Xi2 v ... v Xim v v) and (yj1 v Yh v ... vyh v D) , 

i EI, j E ] , I,] c [n], can be resolved ifand only if there exists exactly one variable v, the pivot 

variable, such that v E x and DE: y. 

The resolution ofthe two clauses is (Xi1 v Xi2 v ... v Xim v Yj1 v Y h v ... v Yjm). 

Since boxes are simply another representation of the same problem, it follows that resolu

tion can be performed on boxes as well. Here, it may help to consider the geometric visual

ization once more. Since our sample problem has three variables, any clause where all three 

variables are non-A is simply a point, clauses with exactly one A are edges, 2 As makes for a 

square, and 3 As make the box exactly. Then it can be seen that two points can be resolved if 

and only if they form an edge of the hypercube, and that their edge is that hypercube. After all, 

this edge simply subsumes the two preexisting points. 

Alternatively, we can algorithmically perform the resolution like so. First, we will require 

that there must exist exactly one pivot variable on which one box is true and the other box is 

false. 1 In the output, set this variable to A. Then, for each other variable, if it is Tin one or both 

boxes, set it to T in the output box; if it is F in one or both boxes, set it to F in the output box; 

and if both variables are A, then the resolution of the two is also A. 

We see three different patterns in our Example 1. The resolution of (F, F, A) and (F, T, A), two 

coplanar and parallel edges, is the square (F, A, A), as depicted in Figure 2.3, and the resolution 

of the askew edges (F, T, A) and (A, F, F) is the edge (F, A, F), as depicted in Figure 2.4. Addition

ally, we could try to take the "resolution" of (F, F, A) and (A, F, F), and would find it to be the 

point (F, F, F). However, this results in a box that is entirely contained within both of the boxes 

that combined to form it; this is why this type of "resolution" is not allowed. When performing 

resolutions, we must take care not to add such resolutions as these into our database so it does 

not get cluttered. 

For a formal definition of the resolution operator, henceforth EB, see Definition 4. 

1This is exactly analogous to the requirement that we resolve on a pivot variable in the clause version. 
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Figure 2.3: The resolution of (F, F, ;\,) and (F, T, ;\,) on the vertex x2 is the square (F, ;\,, ;\,). This is 
equivalent to (x1 v x2) resolved with (x1 v .x2 ) being the clause (x1). 

Figure 2.4: The resolution of (F, T, ;\,) and (;\,, F, F) on the vertex x2 is the edge (F, ;\,, F) This is 
equivalent to (x1 v .i2) resolved with (x2 v X3) being the clause (x1 v X3). 

Definition 4 (Resolution on Boxes). Two boxes (b1 , b2 , .•. , bn) and (c1, c2 , ... , Cn) can be resolved if 

and only ifthere exists exactly one i such that bi is true and Ci is false, or vice-versa. 

In the resolved box a, ai =A. Each a j, j fc i is equal to b j EB Cj, where EB is defined as follows: 

TEBT=T 

FEBF=F 

AEBT=T 

AEBF=F 

TEBA=T 

FEBA=F 

AEBA=A 

T EB Fis undefined (since, ifthis occurred, the boxes wouldn't be resolvable) 

Observe that resolution on boxes and resolution on clauses are identical: 

Lemma 1. Resolution on boxes, with the additional restriction that exactly one variable must be 

true in one box and false in the other, is exactly equivalent to resolution on SAT clauses. 
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Proof Let (Xi1 v ... v Xim ) and (yj1 v ... v yji), i E I,j E ], where I and Jc [n], be the clauses we are 

resolving. Assume WLOG that i1 =h is the pivot point. Then the resolved clause is (Xi2 v ... v 

Xim V Yjz V ... V Yji). 

The boxes equivalent to our starting clauses are (b1, ... , bn) and (c1 , ... , Cn), where bk= F if Xk is 

present in the clause but not negated, bk = T if it is present and negated, and A if it is absent 

from the clause. ck is defined similarly with respect to y. The resolution of these boxes a is then 

defined as (a1, ••• , an), where ak =A if k = i1 = ji, and ak =bk EB Ck otherwise. 

Now, let us calculate the box equivalent of the output of the clause-based resolution, t. It can 

be shown that : 

Aifk=i1=h 

Xk =Yk if k EI, k E J and k -I- ii 

tk = xk if k E I and k (f. ], 

Yk if k E J and k (f. I 

A if k (f. I and k (f. J 

Inspection with the above definition of EB reveals that t is exactly equivalent to a. Since the 

same problem with arbitrary, equivalent inputs produced equivalent outputs, the two opera

tions must be equivalent. □ 

Tetris additionally introduces one restriction on resolution. 

Definition 5 (Resolution on Boxes in Tetris). Two boxes band c can be resolved ifand only if 

there is exactly one spot i such that bi =T and ci =F, or vice-versa, and for all j > i, b j = cj =A. 

In other words, we will demand that that the pivot variable be the final non-A variable. 

Therefore, while Tetris will perform the resolution of (F, F, A) and (F, T, A) (Figure 2.3), it will not 

perform the resolution of (F, T, A) and (A, F, F) (Figure 2.4). We see, then, that the ordering of 

the variables determines whether or not a resolution is even possible. This makes determining 

the global ordering of the variables a key issue, as mentioned earlier in Chapter l 's Theoretical 

Implication 2, which we will address later in Section 3.2. 

In general, Tetris performs resolution on pairs of recently found boxes. Let k be the location 

of the last non-A variable in a box b. Then bk must be either true or false. If it is false, we will 

store the box for future use. If it is true, then we will take this box band resolve it with the stored 

box with the same value for k whose last non-A variable was false . By doing so, we will guarantee 

the production of a box where the last n - k + I variables have the value A. For more details on 
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how this works, along with the reasoning for why such pairs can always be found, see Section 

2.3. 

2.3 Tetris 

Let us assume that we have converted a SAT formula into the boxes format, and that the data 

has been inserted into the data structure. Let us briefly define the operations we can perform 

on this data structure: 

Definition 6 (Tetris data structure). The Tetris data structure shall be able to perform the follow

ing operations: 

1) Insert, input is the box to be inserted, no output 

2) Contains, input is the box we are seeing if the structure contains, output is one such containing 

box ifit exists (see Definition 2), otherwise null 

3) GetAI/ContainingBoxes, input is the box we are seeing ifthe structure contains, output is the set 

ofall containing boxes 

For a formal definition and details, see Section 3.1; for now, we can simply assume it to be 

a trie-based structure. Additionally, we will prepare an empty array of boxes L of size n, which 

will be used later to store and retrieve boxes that we wish to resolve with other boxes. 

For now, let us return to our Example 1. When we last left off, we were just inserting the 

three clauses into our data structure, which was loosely defined in Definition 6. For a formal 

definition of the database and details for how it allows the set of boxes Tetris knows about to 

be quickly and efficiently queried, see Section 3.1; for now, one can simply assume it to be a 

trie-based structure. Additionally, we can resolve the first two boxes while leaving the third 

untouched, as in Figure 2.3; therefore, the database will contain exactly the boxes (F, A, ,1) and 

(A, F, F) (see Figure 2.5). Furthermore, we will prepare an empty array ofboxes L ofsize n, which 

will be used later. The purpose of this array is to store and retrieve boxes that we wish to resolve 

with other boxes. 

Now that we have our database established, let us introduce Tetris proper. The basic idea 

here is to pick a point P in the output space, which we will call the probe point, recall that this 

point is itself a 0-dimensional box. We then determine whether or not any box in the database 

contains this point. If one does, we will store this box in an additional data structure referred to 
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as the cache, which functions identically to the main database, and probe a new point. If no box 

contains P, we will list the point as a solution and furthermore add this point into the cache. 

Along the way, we will perform resolution in order to create new and larger boxes. This pro

cess continues until the entirety of the output space is covered by a single box, at which point 

we must have found every output point and are done. Algorithm 3 has the details. It should 

be noted that this algorithm was originally presented recursively in [38]; here, we present it 

iteratively both for the purposes of speed and because this allows for non-chronological back

tracking; in other words, we can backtrack more than one layer at a time. 

Algorithm 2 Advance(box b, probe point &p) (note: p is a global variable) 

1: while b Contains p do 
2: if the last non-A variable of pis F then 
3: Set that variable to T {Return to the previous branching point and take the 

right, or true, branch} 
4: else 
5: while the last non-A variable of pis T do 
6: Set that variable to A {Return to the most recent level where we branched 

left} 
7: end while 
8: Set the last non-A variable of p to T {Branch right here} 
9: Replace all As after this variable with F {Repeatedly branch left} 

10: end if 
11: end while 

Let us give an in-depth overview of the functionality ofAlgorithm 3. Lines 5-6 are where we 

first check the local cache, which contains boxes from earlier iterations of the main While loop 

and additional resolved boxes, to determine if our probe point is contained within. Ifwe find a 

containing box, we mark everything that box covers as not part of the output and continue our 

loop; otherwise, we continue on. To perform this, we run Contains on the database, which finds 

exactly one containing box if it exists. 

Lines 7-8 are where we check against the database proper. This contains all the boxes corre

sponding to the clauses in the original SAT problem. If we find a containing box, this is added 

to the local cache, and then we again mark everything that box covers as not part of the output 

and continue our loop. Here, we use GetAIIContainingBoxes, which finds all containing boxes, 

rather than just one. 
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Lines 10-13 cover what to do in the event that no boxes cover the probe point. In this event, 

we can conclude that the probe point is in fact an output point. After adding it to the output, we 

insert a box into the local cache covering it, so that we have that information stored, and then 

advance the probe point as before. 

After all of this is complete, we additionally resolve recently found boxes. In order to do this, 

we record the most recently found box of any given length. Then, when the next box of this 

length is found, it is easy to see that it must be resolvable with the previous box of this length. 

Therefore, we do so, and we add the resulting box into the cache. 

2.3.1 Example Run 

Now, let us consider how this algorithm behaves with regards to our earlier Example 1. We 

pick as our first probe point (F, F, F), giving us the situation illustrated in Figure 2.5. We first 

scan our local cache, C, for any boxes that contain this point; however, since this is the first 

probe point, the cache is trivially empty. Next, we scan the database D. D contains all the 

boxes corresponding to the clauses in the original SAT problem. The database just so happens 

to contain two containing boxes; for reasons that will become clear shortly, the operation will 

choose to output (F, A, A). We insert the box (F, A, A) into C. 

Our next task is to advance the probe point until it lies beyond our box. To do this, we 

proceed according to Algorithm 2. The idea is to think of the set of all possible probe points as 

a tree that we are performing a depth-first search on, with F representing left-branching paths 

and T representing right-branching paths. We will continue along this depth-first search until 

we find a point not covered by the most recently discovered box. This takes us to (T, F, F). Note 

that if the database had fetched (F, F, A), we would not have been able to advance the probe 

point as far. 

Finally, we insert our containing box into the array Lat location 1, since only the first vari

able is non-A, for future use. We know to do insertion here, rather than trying to resolve with 

a non-existent box, because the value of that first non-A variable is false. This takes us to the 

situation depicted in Figure 2.6. 

Again we scan C, this time for the probe point (T, F, F), and again we find no containing box 

in C. So we scan D once again and find the containing box (A, F, F). We then insert this box 

into the cache and advance the probe point to (T, F, T). This time, although our containing box 
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Database D Cache C Probe Point p Probe Point Map 

X2 X2 X2 

l~ XJ l)-IXJ l)-IXJ 
X3 X3 X3 

Figure 2.5: The initial state of the database D, cache C, and the location of the first probe point 
p, which will search the output space in a depth-first manner that can be tracked using the map 
on its right. Dis simply the union ofall the boxes we created from the initial SAT problem, while 
p is set to an initial value of (F, F, F). L is currently empty. 

Database D Cache C Probe Point p Probe Point Map 

X2 X2 X2 

l~ XJ l,_IXJ 1)-,XJ 
X3 X3 X3 

Figure 2.6: The state of the database, cache, and probe point after the first round of the algo
rithm. Our probe point found the box (F, A, A), so it added this box to C. Then, p was advanced 
until it reached a point not contained by this box, which turned out to be (T, F, F). L(I) is the 
box (F, A, A), which is the box corresponding to the orange vertex in the map; the array is empty 
elsewhere. 

features a A at the first location, we determine the location in L into which we will insert based 

on the location of the last non-A variable, so we insert it into L[3]. 

This time, we find no containing boxes in either the cache or the database. Therefore, we 

have found an output point (see Figure 2.7 for an illustration). We add (T,F, T) to our output 

set, then add the box (T, F, T) to our cache, which marks the point as found. 

At this juncture, we find that the last non-A variable is at location 3, but this time, it is true. 

Therefore, we will extract the same-length box we stored previously at L[3] and resolve it with 

this box. We know that this will be a legal resolution because we are scanning the output space 

in a tree-like fashion. This means that, when retreating from a right branch, the box contain-
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Database D Cache C Probe Point p Probe Point Map 

X2 X2 

1 1 1 X1l ~ XJ x1h1 h
X3 X3 X3 

Figure 2.7: The state of the database, cache, and probe point after the first output point is found 
at (T,F, T). In getting here, we first found the box (A,F,F), and then probed the output point. 
After finding the output point, that box was resolved with the aforementioned box to produce 
(T,F,A), which was also added to C. Note that, while the box (A,F,A) could be produced at this 
juncture, Tetris will not do so. L(l) contains (F, A, A) (the orange dot); L(2) contains (T, F, A) (the 
purple dot); L(3) is empty. 

ing the corresponding left branch must be able to contain the right branch if the final non-A 

variable were set to A instead. It follows that this final non-A variable must be the one and only 

pivot point between the two. 

Therefore, we can and do perform this resolution; in this example, it is (T, F, T) resolved with 

(A, F, F). This outputs the box ( T, F, A), as can be seen in Figure 2.8. We furthermore store this 

box in Lat location 2, since this box ends with false at that index. 

Figure 2.8: The resolution of (T,F, T) and (A,F,F) on the vertex x3 is the edge (T,F,A). This is 
equivalent to (.x1 v x2 v .x3) resolved with (x2 v X3) being the clause (x1 v .x2). 

We continue forth with probe points (T, T,F) and (T, T, T). Neither will be found in either 

Dor C, and are therefore output points. Both again have their final non-A variables at index 3, 

with ( T, T, F) being inserted into Lat that index and then (T, T, T) recovering that box so it can 

resolve with it to form the box (T, T,A). This time, the output of our resolution ends with true, 

so we recover the box at index 2 in L, (T, F, A), and take the resolution of these two boxes, giving 
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us (T,;\,,;\,). Once again this ends in T, so we can resolve it with the box we found back at the 

beginning that has been waiting in slot 1, (F, ;\,, ;\,), to form the box (;\,, ;\,, ;\,). This box completely 

covers the output space; therefore, the algorithm knows that it has found all possible output 

points and terminates (see Figure 2.9 for an illustration). 

Database D Cache C Output Points Probe Point Map 

Figure 2.9: The state of the database, cache, and probe point after the entire output space has 
been covered. With each further output point discovered, boxes were added to the cache, which 
produced a chain of resolutions that eventually resulted in the production of the box (;\,, ;\,, ;\,). 
Note that there is no longer a probe point, as there is nothing left to probe. 
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Algorithm 3 General Tetris for SAT 
1: Establish variable ordering {See Section 3. 2} 
2: Build the database Dusing Section 2.l's Algorithm 1 {Converts CNF input to boxes} 
3: C<---0,p<-(.F,.F, ... ,F),L<-Anemptyarrayofsizen{This array is implicit in [38]} 

4: while (A, A, ... ,A) (f. C do 
: b' ._ NULL 

6: if (b ._ C.Contains(p)) is nonempty then 
7: Advance(b,p) {Advance (see Section 2.1's Algorithm 2) the probe point 

past b} 
8: b' ._ b 
9: else if (A._ D.GetAIIContainingBoxes(p)) is nonempty then 

: for all boxes b E A do 
11: C.lnsert(b) {Section 3. 1. 2 's Algorithm 4} 
12: Advance(b, p) {Advance the probe point past b} 
13: end for 
14: b' ._ A[O] 

: else 
16: Increase the output size by one.{p is an output point} 
17: C.lnsert(p) {Section 3.1.2's Algorithm 4} 
18: Advance(p,p) {Advance the probe point past itself} 
19: b' ._ p {Note that this is a copy} 

: end if 
21 : k ._ the location of the last non-A variable in b' w.r.t. the variable ordering 
22: if b~ =F then 
23: L[k] =b' {Store the most recent left-branching box for a given depth} 
24: else 

: r ._ b' EB L[k] {Resolve this right-branching box with the corresponding 
left-branching box} 

26: C.lnsert(r) 
27: end if 
28: end while 
29: Return the number of output points. 
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3 

OUR IMPROVEMENTS 

With Chapter 2 complete, we have now firmly established at a high level the techniques and 

terminology necessary to understand and execute Tetris. Our next goal is thus to move from 

that theoretical framework to the practical one that can and has been implemented efficiently 

on hardware. 

To that end, we have introduced various major additions to the underlying algorithm. Namely, 

these include a novel data structure, a framework for working over that data structure in an 

efficient breadth-first manner, effective heuristics for determining a global variable ordering, 

restricting what data is cached in order to minimize wasted operations, creative utilization of 

SIMD techniques, and intelligent shortcuts that allow the program to significantly reduce the 

number of times it must perform lookups into the database. 

3.1 Data Structure and Compression 

For its data structure, the original Tetris paper simply states that a trie will suffice to achieve 

asymptotic runtime guarantees. While this is true, a simple trie still leaves much to be desired; 

attempts to implement Tetris in such a simple matter produced a system significantly slower 

than other state-of-the-art model counters. Our contribution is to design a novel system of tries 

that takes advantage of the nature of the problem space to improve both runtime and memory 

usage. 

3.1.1 Data Structure Description 

Let us recall that, for any given variable in a box, that variable can take one of three values: false, 

true, and A. Thus, any data structure must be designed around efficiently storing and retrieving 
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such values. 

The immediate approach would be to use 3-tries as the base data structure. This would be a 

tree-like structure, where each node stores one variable of the box, that branches in three direc

tions at every level. However, when #SAT instances routinely have hundreds if not thousands 

of variables, this results in an extremely deep problem space and long runtimes. Our next step, 

then, is to compress multiple layers into a single node that can be queried in a single instruc

tion. 

To this end, we will first come up with a means to enumerate all possible boxes: 

Definition 7. Let <P be a bijective function from the set ofboxes onto the integers. 

Example 2. One such way is as follows: Let A be assigned O; false, 1; true, 2. Then, for each box 

(b1, b2 , ... , bn), its numerical value is 3n-l b1 + 3n-2 b2 + ... + bn. 1 This gives us a bijective ternary 

numeration. 

From there, we observe that we have in effect encoded our boxes using a ternary number 

system. We will require that a single node within the trie be able to record a box of any length 

up to 5 (corresponding to the number 242, or 22222 in base 3). This was chosen since 243 is a 

power of3 that is slightly smaller than a power of 2 (256), and all registers on modern computers 

have size equal to some power of 2. Additionally, since the trie as a whole must be able to store 

boxes of arbitrary length, if a box is oflength greater than 5, the current node will record the first 

5 elements of the box (b1, b2 , ... , b5 ), and then direct the corresponding child node to store the 

child box, (b6, b7 , ... , bn). Therefore, by compacting five logical layers into a single layer within 

the database, the resulting trie can store 243 possible boxes and has 243 possible children. We 

will refer to this collection of variables as a cluster. 

Definition 8 (Cluster). A Cluster is the set ofvariables that the database handles in a single op

eration. By default, each cluster contains 5 variables. 

Of course, this raises a new issue: When checking if the database contains a given input 

string x, there can exist up to thirty-two children of x that must be checked (since each Tor F 

can be replaced by a A), and an even greater number of boxes that could be contained in this 

cluster may contain the input string. This creates the need for a way to quickly and efficiently 

determine if a containing box (see Section 2.l's Definition 2) exists in this cluster and to create 

the list of children to be searched. 
1This is exactly the mapping used in our implementation. 
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3.1.2 SIM □ -based Trie 

Here, we take inspiration from EmptyHeaded, a relational database engine [13], and utilize 

SIMD. SIMD, which stands for Single Instruction Multiple Data, is an instruction set designed to 

allow the processor to quickly and efficiently compute operations on parallel. Some common 

SIMDoperations are to take the sum of two vectors, or to quickly perform regular expression 

matching. Here, we will use it to hastily calculate the intersection of two sets. 

As an example, let us consider the simplified version of the data structure that contains only 

two layers per variable, and with n =3. Suppose that (F, A, ,1) was known to be a box, and that 

(A, T, F) and (T, T, F) are boxes that, to be found, necessitate traversing into child clusters. We 

can see this depicted in Figure 3.1. Now, we will determine whether or not this data structure 

contains the box (F, T, F). Since each cluster contains two layers, clusters with depth Owill look 

at only the first two variables in the input box to determine input; therefore, let us consider the 

sub-box (F, T). Using </J, we can find in a lookup table the two 256-bit bitstrings correspond

ing to this input sub-box. One, the box bitstring, lists the set of boxes that, if they exist within 

the cluster, would contain (F, T), and is the second line of Figure 3.2. The second, the child 

bitstring does much the same for the set of children that, if truncated to two variables, con

tain (F, T). Additionally, a cluster stores two more 256-bit bitstrings: BOXES, which marks the 

boxes contained by the cluster; and CHILDREN, which marks the child nodes of the cluster. 

The BOXES bitstring is specifically the top line of Figure 3.2. BOXES is marked for the box (F) 

(which is equivalent to (F,,1,,1)), while CHILDREN has bits marked corresponding to the box 

prefixes (F, T) and (T, T). 

It follows that the intersection of BOXES with the input subbox's box bitstring is the set of 

boxes present in the data structure that contain the input, and that CHILDREN intersected with 

the input subbox's child bitstring is the set of prefixes for boxes contained within child nodes. 

A single SIMD bitwise AND operation suffices to calculate both of these intersections, and it is 

here that we gain most of our speedup. 

The next step is to take the intersection of those bitstrings in our example. Let us inspect our 

output. In this particular example, we find that we have matched the box (F, ,1) and the child 

with prefix (A, T). 

At this point, we are faced with an interesting choice. Suppose for the sake of argument 

that the child eventually leads to some containing box for the input. Now, if this is a check for 

containment, the algorithm can only return the one box that it considers the "best" containing 
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Layer0 
0 .... 
Cl)...., 
CJ) 

;:::l-
Layer 1 (A) (T) 

u 
Layer 2 (A, T) (T, T) 

A,T,F) T,T,F)
i~yer3 

,2 Layer4
u 

Figure 3.1: The SIMD operation, shown as the associated clusters, with each box marked by a 
blue box. Each layer corresponds to a variable (with Layer 4 being empty because all boxes have 
only three variables), and checkmarks mark the boxes that are found to be containing boxes. 
The central branch is created from the box (F, A, A). In the left branch, created by (A, T, F), a child 
is created corresponding to the sub-box (A, T), and then the box is inserted in the child cluster 
at (A, T, F). In the right branch, created by ( T, T, F), we similarly create a child corresponding to 
the sub-box ( T, T), and then inserting ( T, T, F) in the child cluster. We have drawn the database 
here as a 3-trie; to see it as a single, flattened cluster, see Figure 3.3. 

box. Which one, then, should the algorithm choose? In general, it will choose the shortest

length box; in this example, it will choose the box (F, A). The reason for this is simple: the more 

As in a box, the bigger it is in a geometric sense, and a bigger box will cover (and therefore rule 

out) a larger section of the output space. Additionally, when those As are at the tail end of a box, 

we know that we can immediately advance the probe point considerably. On the other hand, 

when the As are in the middle, the algorithm must re-find these boxes every time it scans a point 

that is contained within this hypothetical box. This repetition is costly; we would rather avoid 

it. 

Now, let us consider how our algorithm would handle finding a containing box for (F, T, F) 

if we were simply using traditional tries; in other words, consider what would happen if our 

cluster size were 1, as in a standard 3-trie. This algorithm would query the input box for its first 

value, find that it is F, and know that it could check both the A branch and the F branch. Since 

As are generally to be preferred, it would take the A branch. Then, it would match the T value to 

the T branch, and proceed to the third layer, where it would match the F value to the F branch 

and find a containing box, which it will return. In this way, it has taken us three comparisons to 
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Database's BOXES: IO IO IO 11 IO IO IO IO IO I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

& 
Input: (F, T): I1 I O I 1 I1 I O I 1 I O I O I O I 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Containing Boxes: IO IO IO I1 I O I O I O I O I O I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 3.2: The algorithm takes the logical AND of the stored bitstrings, top, with the bitstring 
corresponding to the input, row 2, in order to produce the list of containing boxes and children, 
bottom. The BOXES bitstring contains a single 1 to mark the box (F,;\,). The second line con
tains all the potential boxes that would contain (F, T); in addition to the boxes that do exist, 
these include(;\,), (F, T), and many more. The output of the operation has bits set correspond
ing to the box (F, ;\,). 

find a containing box. Furthermore, the box found in the 3-trie version is of lower quality: we 

would have preferred to find the (F, A,;\,) box instead. 

On the other hand, let us consider what occurs when using full, five-variable clusters (Figure 

3.3). In this case, a single operation immediately finds all three containing boxes. Therefore, we 

have outperformed the traditional variation both in terms of number of comparisons and in 

terms of the quality of the output. 

In summary, each box is stored as a single bit in a 256-bit vector, as is a record of whether 

or not a given child exists. A lookup table is used to find the 256-bit vectors corresponding to 

the possible outputs. Then, these pairs are compared using two 256-bit AND operations. It can 

be seen that the output of this operation must be the intersection of the potential containing 

boxes and children, found from the lookup table, and the ones that actually exist. Hence, by 

calculating </J(b) for some box b, we can quickly find a box containing b, if it exists; and if it does 

not, we can quickly generate the exact list of children to examine. 

Additionally, in practice, it turns out that there is a certain sub-box value that shows up far 

more often than any other: the sequence (A, A, A, A,;\,). Notably, this is the very sequence that 

accepts every single possible input string. Therefore, in the event that a layer contains only 

this child and no boxes, it is in fact possible to skip the entire layer. In practice, this produces 

significant savings on both computational costs and memory usage, which contributes towards 
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Theoretical Implication 3. 

3.1.3 Algorithms 

Let us now formally define the data structures and its algorithms used in our implementation: 

Definition 9 (Data Structure). The data structure is a 243-ary trie, where each node ofthe trie is 

called a cluster. The top level consists ofa pointer to the root cluster, which is the cluster covering 

the first five variables in the ordering, and can perform the following operations: Insert (Algo

rithm 4), Contains (Algorithm 6), and GetAI/ContainingBoxes (Algorithm 8). 

Definition 10 (Cluster). Each cluster in the database contains two bitstrings, BOXES and CHILDREN. 

They identify the sets of boxes and children, respectively, and are accompanied by an integer 

DEPTH that informs the cluster of its depth. The operation .at(i) on a bitstring calculates the 

intersection of that bitstring with a bitstring retrieved from a lookup table that lists the set of 

boxes or children that contain or potentially contain, respectively, the box with value i (for an 

example, see Figure 3.2; setting .at(i) to 1 sets the specific bit referring exactly to that box. Each 

cluster corresponds to five layers ofa standard 3-ary trie. 

(T, T,F) 

Figure 3.3: The clusters in Figure 3.1, flattened out into a single node with five variables to a 
cluster. This is how the node would be stored in the actual database. Note that it is far more 
compressed than when drawn out as a trie as in Figure 3.1. This cluster would have a DEPTH 
of 0, have three bits set in BOXES, and no bits set in CHILDREN. 

Definition 11 (Index of a Box). The index ofa box b, index(b) , is the location of the last non-A 

variable in that box. 

Example 3. The index ofthe box b = (F, T,Ji,,F,Ji, ), index(b), is 4. 
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Algorithm 4 Insert 
1: Given box b to insert, b = (c1, c2, ... ,Cn), where each Ci here is a cluster consisting of bi1 ••• bi5 , 

and the root cluster r 
2: k-- index(b) 
3: Call r.lnsertCluster(b, k) {Algorithm 5} 

Algorithm 5 lnsertCluster 
1: Input: A cluster T with depth DEPTH to insert on, box b to insert, b = (c1, c2, ... ,Cn), where 

each Ci here is a cluster consisting of bi1 , ••• , bi5 , and the location of the final non-A cluster k 
2: if DEPTH = k then 
3: if BOXES.at(q>(c.DEPTH)) is nonempty then 
4: Return {If a containing box of bis already in the data structure, 

stop.} 
5: else 
6: Set BOXES.at(cf>(c.DEPTH)) to 1 
7: end if 
8: else 
9: if CHILDREN.at(q>(c.DEPTH)) -/c 1 then 

10: Create a child cluster at location cf>(c.DEPTH) with depth (DEPTH+ 1). 
11: Set CHILDREN.at(q>(c.DEPTH)) to 1 
12: end if 
13: r -- the child cluster at location cf>(c.DEPTH) 
14: r.lnsertCluster(b, k) 

15: end if 
16: Return 

In the Insert algorithms, Algorithms 4 and 5, we recursively traverse clusters until we find 

the appropriate location in the data structure, and then set the corresponding bit to 1. Along 

the way, we will check for containing boxes and immediately cease operation if one is found. 

Furthermore, if a child cluster that contains the box we are inserting, or that contains a cluster 

along the path to that cluster, does not exist, we create it. 
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Algorithm 6 Contains 
1: Given box b to find a containing box of, b = (c1, c2, ... , Cn), where each Ci here is a cluster 

consisting of bi1 ••• bis ; box p, the box searched for the previous time Contains was called; and 
D, the dictionary of trie nodes found during that previous call. 

2: Let f =the size of the shared prefix between b and p 
3: D ._ D \ {z E: D such that the previous trie in the path to z has depth < f} 

4: for i = f ... length(b) do 
5: output._ ContainsCluster(b, i,D) (Algorithm 7) 
6: if output -j:. 0 then 
7: Return output 
8: end if 
9: endfor 

10: Return 0 

Algorithm 7 ContainsCluster 
1: Input: b =(c1, c2, ... , Cn), where each Ci here is a cluster consisting of bi1 ••• bis ; current layer i; 

and D, a dictionary of active trie nodes. 
2: wordBits =000 ... 0 
3: for all d E D such that d has a depth of i do 
4: wordBits ._ wordBits BITWISE OR d.BOXES 
5: endfor 
6: if (f = wordBits BITWISE AND CB(¢(ci))) is nonzero (i.e. , there is at least one 

box in the intersection)then 
7: o =minxEf Index(x) 
8: Return o 
9: else 

10: for all d E D such that d has a depth of i do 
11: childBits ._ childBits BITWISE OR d.CHILDREN 
12: end for 
13: if (f = (childbits BITWISE AND CB(¢(ci)))) is nonzero (i.e. , there is at least one 

child in the intersection)then 
14: for all Children k E f do 
15: Insert k into D 
16: end for 
17: end if 
18: Return 0 
19: end if 

In the Contains algorithms, Algorithms 6 and 7, we check the database to see if it contains 
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any box that contains some box b. Therefore, we traverse along clusters in our path, first check

ing to see if any containing boxes exist; if we find one, we return that box immediately and 

cease checking further. If none exists, we will perform a breadth-first search of the children that 

could potentially contain a containing box. This process continues until either a containing 

box is found, or else the search space is exhausted and it is determined that no containing box 

exists. They also incorporate the SIMD-based Breadth First Search from Section 3.4. 

Algorithm 8 GetAIIContainingBoxes 
1: Given box b to find a containing box of, b = (c1, c2, ... , Cn), where each Ci here is a cluster 

consisting of bi1 ••• bi5 ; box p, the box searched for the previous time GetAIIContainingBoxes 
was called; and D, the dictionary of trie nodes found during that previous call. 

2: Let f =the size of the shared prefix between b and p 
3: D ._ D \ {z E: D I the previous trie in the path to z has depth < f} 

4: for i = f ... n do 
5: output._ GetAIIContainingBoxesCluster(b, i,D) (Algorithm 9) 
6: if output -j:. 0 then 
7: Return output 
8: end if 
9: if there exists exactly one s E: D whose depth is :::::: i (This can be calculated by 

subtracting how many nodes have been recovered from D from the total 
number inserted into D. This conditional also initiates the singleton 
strategy.) then 

10: Increment count by the number of outputs allowed bys. 
11: output._ b[l...i] 

12: Return output 
13: end if 
14: end for 
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Algorithm 9 GetAIIContainingBoxesCluster 
1: Input: b =(c1, c2, ... , Cn), where each Ci here is a cluster consisting of bi1 ••• b i5 ; current layer i; 

and D, a dictionary of active trie nodes. 
2: output._ 0 
3: wordBits =000 ... 0 
4: for all d E D such that d has a depth of i do 
5: wordBits ._ wordBits BITWISE OR d.BOXES 
6: endfor 
7: if (f = wordBits BITWISE AND CB(¢(ci))) is nonzero (i.e. , there is at least one 

box in the intersection)then 
8: for all o E f do 
9: Insert o into output {Note that we insert all here.} 

10: endfor 
11: else 
12: for all d E D such that d has a depth of i do 
13: childBits ._ childBits BITWISE OR bits(d.CHILDREN) 
14: end for 
15: if (f = childBits BITWISE AND CB(¢(ci))) is nonzero (i.e. , there is at least one 

child in the intersection)then 
16: for all Children k E f do 
17: Insert k into D 
18: end for 
19: end if 
20: Return output 
21 : end if 

The GetAIIContainingBoxes algorithms, Algorithms 8 and 9, are similar to the Contains algo

rithms. There are, however, a few key differences. First, while Contains terminates as soon as it 

found a single containing box, GetAIIContainingBoxes will continue. Secondly, it returns the set 

of all containing boxes, rather than just one; hence, the name. Finally, in addition to continu

ing to implement the SIMD-based Breadth First Search from Section 3.4, it also implements the 

Singleton Strategy from Section 3.5. 

3.2 Global Variable Ordering 

Up until this point, we have simply been assuming that all boxes must order their variables in 

exactly the same order as they appear in the original SAT formulas. In other words, in each 
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box b on variables x1, x2, ... , Xn, b1 must correspond to x1, b2 must correspond to x2, and so on. 

However, this does not need to be the case. We can reorder the variables, and by doing so can 

greatly improve the runtime of our system. 

The original Tetris paper [38] cites the importance of the variable ordering. However, it as

sumes that there exists an exponential in n time algorithm to compute the optimal variable 

ordering. While this is justifiable in the context of database join problems, where n is small 

compared to the size of the database, in SAT problems it is unacceptable. Furthermore, as com

puting the optimal ordering is NP-hard, we cannot hope to improve upon this result. Indeed, 

even approximating the ordering is intractable [41]. 

Nevertheless, initial experimentation with Tetris made clear how impactful this choice can 

be. A slight variation in ordering can result in a large difference in runtime, as we see in Table 

3.1. Some datasets that can be evaluated within a few dozen seconds on one ordering take 

thousands of seconds on others, or even timeout. Thus, we turned to various heuristics and 

intuitions in order to find a quick and effective means to generate an ordering that works well 

in practice and thereby contribute to Theoretical Implication 2. 

First, let us define a few terms that we will use in our discussion of various ordering strate

gies: 

Definition 12 (Degree). The degree ofa variable is the number ofclauses in which the variable is 

a literal. 

Example 4. In Example 1, (x1 v x2) A (x1 v .i2) A (x2 v X3) , x1 has degree 2, x2 has degree 3, and X3 

has degree 1. 

Definition 13 (Closeness). Variables Xi and Xj are said to be close if there exists a clause that 

includes both Xi and x j. The fewer terms in the clause, the closer the two variables are said to be. 

Specifically, the closeness oftwo variables, 8 (x1 , x2) , is equal to 1 divided by the size ofthe smallest 

clause containing both variables minus 1. 

Example 5. In the clause (x1 v x2), x1 and x2 would have a closeness of 1; and in the clause 

(x1 v x2 v X3 v x4 v x5), x1 and X3 would have a closeness of¼- Ifboth clauses were part ofthe same 

SAT problem, x1 and x2 would still have a closeness of1 because the first clause has a smaller size 

than the second. 

Definition 14 (Interconnectedness). The interconnectedness ofa cluster C, IC(C) , is the sum of 

the closeness values for each ofthe G) pairs ofvariables in the cluster. 
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Example 6. Using Example 5, ifx1 , x2, X3, x4 , and x5 compose a cluster, its interconnectedness 

would be 1
}, since 0(x1, x2) =1, and for all 9 other pairs (Xi, Xj), 0(xi, Xj) =¼,. 

In general, we note two high-level strategies that we have found improve the performance 

of a given global variable ordering: 

3.2.1 a) High-degree First 

In Tetris, handling high-degree variables early tends to improve performance. To see the rea

son for this, we must consider the nature of the algorithm. Scattering high-degree variables 

throughout the ordering forces the algorithm to branch frequently, which means that, when 

testing for either inclusion or containing boxes, the algorithm must scan all possible branches. 

This is highly inefficient. Instead, we focus the branches as much as possible to the beginning, 

with the hope being that, as the algorithm progresses down from there, most layers will have 

few if any divergent choices. If this is true, then the inclusion check can be handled quickly. Let 

us proceed to see why this is so. First, we will introduce an example of why placing high-degree 

variables early in the ordering proves effective. Let us consider the following sample problem: 

Example 7. Consider the SAT formula (x1 v X3) A (x2 v X3). The equivalent box problem, using 

the ordering (x1 , x2, X3), would begin with database D containing the boxes {(F, A, F), (A, F, F)}. x1 

has degree 1, x2 has degree 1, and x3 has degree 2. 

Now, let us consider how the algorithm would attack this problem if we used this naive, low

degree first ordering, which would be (x1, x2 , x3 ). We immediately note two things. First, there 

are no boxes that have A for the final variable. This means that the algorithm will never find a 

box that allows it to skip multiple probe points unless it can use resolution to create a new box 

that happens to have that property. In fact, that will not occur. Additionally, we can consider all 

8 possible probe points and track how many comparisons the algorithm would need to make 

on each point, assuming that each cluster only covers a single variable instead of four. We can 

see that the algorithm will always have to calculate the set intersection for the cluster of depth 

1, will have to perform the set intersection for the cluster with depth 2 on 100% of probe points, 

and will have to perform the set intersection for the cluster with depth 3 on 75% of probe points. 

This is because any probe point with F for the first variable can be contained in either box, 

one of which has a non-A variable in the second cluster which must be tested, and any probe 

point with T for the first variable can only be contained in the box (A, F, F), which must be 
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tested to determine if the second variable is E Then similarly, for any combination of the first 

two variables besides ( T, T), the third variable must be tested to determine if it is F (if the first 

two variables are (T, T), then we have ruled out every box and can therefore skip the last layer). 

Let us contrast this with the high-degree ordering, which moves x3 to the front and x1 to 

the back to give us the ordering (x3, x2, x1). Now, our database contains the boxes (F, A, F) and 

(F, F, A). This time, we do have a box with a Ji, at the back; specifically, (F, F, A). Therefore, after 

the probe point (F, F, F) finds this box, the algorithm will advance past (F, F, T) entirely. Addi

tionally, while we still have to perform a set intersection for the cluster with depth 1100% of the 

time, and 50% of the time for the cluster with depth 2 (since, if a probe point begins with T, we 

have already ruled out every box). Furthermore, we only have to perform the set intersection at 

depth 3 25% of the time (to verify (F, T, F)) - and all of these numbers ignore how we skipped 

one of the probe points entirely. 

While this is of course a very simple example, this illustrates the principles that cause the 

strategy to be effective in larger datasets. 

3.2.2 b) Local Interconnectedness 

As a direct result of the 243-ary trie-based system described in Section 3.1, if a box has multiple 

non-A variables within the same 5-variable cluster, they can all be recovered with a single op

eration. Therefore, maximizing the interconnectedness of these 5-variable blocks provides an 

advantage. 

To illustrate, let us consider the following example: 

Example 8. (x1 v x3 ) A (x2 v x4), with each cluster containing 2 variables rather than 5. 

Ifwe use the naive strategy ofkeeping the variables ordered as-is, the first cluster contains x1 

and x2 while the second cluster contains x3 and x4 . Therefore, both clusters have interconnect

edness 0, and we find that all boxes transcend a cluster boundary. In other words, it will always 

take at least two comparisons to find either of these boxes. However, if we had gone with the 

ordering (x1, x 3, x 2, x4) instead, the box corresponding to (x1 v x 3) would be entirely contained 

within the first cluster, and the box corresponding to (x2 v x4) would be entirely contained within 

the second cluster. Therefore, each box would be entirely contained within a cluster, and each 

cluster would have had an interconnectedness of 1, and each box could have been recovered 

with only a single comparison. This saves a large number of comparisons over the long term. 
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3.2.3 Ordering Algorithms 

Two major methods were employed in order to create an ordering that both placed high-degree 

variables first and achieved high interconnectedness. The first was a descending degree sort. 

While this only directly achieved goal (a), in practice it did an acceptable job with goal (b). 

Additionally, we constructed three variations on this method. The first, naive degree descent, is 

where we simply order the variables according to their degree, using Algorithm 10. 

Algorithm 10 Naive Degree Descent Ordering 
1: Given a set of variables V and, for each variable v, its degree vd: 
2: 0 ._ SORT(V on vd, descending) 
3: Return 0 

The second, optimally grouped degree descent, forms all possible groups of five variables, 

finds the greatest possible interconnectivity among these groups, and then selects from all 

groups with the greatest interconnectivity on the basis of the combined degree of the group 

of five, using Algorithm 11. While this proved effective, it is a slow algorithm with a runtime of 

0(n8), since it requires creating G) items which are then the object of three nested loops. 
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Algorithm 11 Optimally Grouped Degree Descent Ordering 
1: Given a set of variables V and, for each variable v, its degree vd: 
2: o--- 0 
3: G ..._ all possible sets of five variables {vi, Vj, Vk, vz} from V. 
4: while G is nonempty do 
5: maxIC ..._ maxgEG IC(g) {Determine the maximum possible interconnectedness 

of all remaining groups.} 
6: X <-- maxgEG s.t . IC(g)=maxidLvEg Vd) {Of the groups with max 

interconnectedness, select the group for which the sum of the degrees 
of all variables is the greatest.} 

7: 0 ..._ (0, X) {Append this group to the ordering. } 
8: for v EX do 
9: for YE: G do 

10: if v E Y then 
11: G ..._ G \ Y {Remove each grouping that contains one of the variables 

in the group that was selected.} 
12: end if 
13: end for 
14: end for 
15: end while 
16: Return 0 

This necessitated the creation of the third subtype, the heuristically grouped degree descent 

ordering. This ordering works in groups of five. When creating a group, the first node chosen 

is the highest-degree remaining variable. Then, for each of the remaining four variables, the 

algorithm picks the variable with the highest interconnectedness to the nodes already chosen 

for this group of five, breaking inevitable ties based on degree. The result, Algorithm 12, is an 

algorithm that can compute its ordering significantly faster than the optimal ordering, while 

Tetris run on this ordering runs is competitive with the optimal ordering. 
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Algorithm 12 Heuristically Grouped Degree Descent Ordering 
1: Given a set of variables V and, for each variable v, its degree dv: 

2: i ._ 0 

3: X ._ 0 
4: 0 ._ 0 
5: while V is nonempty do 
6: if i =0 then 
7: x ._ y where Degree(y) =maxvEv(dv) 

8: else 
9: maxIC ._ maxvEv(LxEX 0(v, x)) {Calculate which variable has the best 

interconnectedness with the already chosen variables} 
10: x ._ y where dy =maxvEVs. t.Vi c=maxrddv) {Break ties based on degree} 
11: end if 
12: 0 ._ (0, x) 

13: X <-XUx 
14: i ._ i + 1 
15: if i =4 then 
16: i =0 
17: X<-r/) 

18: end if 
19: end while 
20: Return 0 

Additionally, we employ the Treewidth tree decomposition, which was introduced in [34]. 

In essence, the idea here is to minimize the width of the search tree; in our domain, this corre

sponds to increasing the locality and local interconnectedness of variables. This naturally did 

a very good job with interconnectivity, while a decent job with placing high-degree variables 

early. 

We also experimented with the Minfillordering, described in [24]. This ordering sets the 

elimination order such that the node to be eliminated is the node whose removal makes the 

smallest impact on the overall graph. While this ordering has proved effective in similar appli

cations, we found it to perform poorly with Tetris. 

In Table 3.1, we can see how these various orderings performed in practice on represen

tative graph-based and non-graph-based benchmarks. For instance, while the Treewidth sort 

outperformed all others on theAIS8 dataset [6], on the WikiVotes dataset (created using a SNAP 

[39] dataset; see Section 4.2.1) the ordering caused Tetris to timeout. Notably, we see that the 

Heuristically Grouped Degree Descent takes only slightly longer to process the input compared 
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to the Naive Degree Descent, but significantly less time than the Optimally Grouped Degree De

scent; however, the runtime does not suffer significantly when going from the optimal ordering 

to the heuristic one. 

RUNTIMEWITH DIFFERENT ORDERINGS 

Dataset Ordering Load Time Runtime 

Naive Degree Descent .001 1.494 

Heuristically Grouped Degree Descent .009 2.607 

AIS8 Treewidth .002 .45 

Minfill .008 7.005 

Optimally Grouped Degree Descent 1.629 0.573 

Naive Degree Descent .927 34.124 

Heuristically Grouped Degree Descent 1.024 21.509 

WikiVotes Treewidth 2.349 Timeout 

Minfill 2.032 4059.426 

Optimally Grouped Degree Descent 2.06 23.142 

Table 3.1: The performance ofvarious ordering schemes on two datasets. Load time refers to the 
time to preprocess the SAT input, including creating the ordering, converting the clauses into 
boxes, and inserting the boxes into the database, while runtime is the time to run the algorithm 
proper. Both times are in seconds. As one can see, no ordering does best on both datasets; 
indeed, the best ordering on one is the worst on the other. Insertion Ratio (see Section 3.3) was 
set to .5 for these tests. 

3.3 Selective Insertion 

While the original Tetris paper [38] calls for the insertion of every box created through the res

olution process to be inserted into the database, this proved to be inefficient in practice. Very 

frequently, this will result in a huge increase in the number of branches that the algorithm must 

scan while trying to find the output point without notably improving the quality of the contain

ing boxes found. Therefore, we only insert those boxes that contain a suitably high percentage 

of As. The best results generally come from requiring slightly less than 50 percent of the layers 

to be composed of entirely As. 
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In Table 3.2, we have posted the runtime for the AISl0 dataset [6] showing the relationship 

between the number of As we require in storing a box and the runtime of Tetris. Performance 

suffers at extreme settings, with optimal performance resulting from an insertion ratio of close 

to i9o. In fact, only minimal gains are found by increasing the ratio until we reach a critical point 
8around 10 • While this exact critical point varies slightly depending on the dataset, it consis

tently falls around this value. Hence, with regard to Theoretical Implication 3, we find that by 

decreasing space complexity, we furthermore improve runtime. 

3.4 SIMD-based Breadth First Searching 

Let us consider the Contains and GetAIIContainingBoxes algorithms, Algorithms 6 and 8. We are 

immediately faced with the question of how to best implement them. One option would be 

a simple depth-first search, wherein, at each depth, we select one path to explore fully before 

checking other paths for a containing box. 

While this performs adequately, there are two issues with it. First, when finding a containing 

box, we ideally want to find the box with the most As at the end, which corresponds with finding 

the box at the shallowest depth; a depth-first search does not guarantee this property. Second, 

if successive probe points are similar, we would like to reuse the computations performed in 

order to find the previous containing box, rather than restart from scratch. And due to the 

branching structure by which we compose successive probe points, this scenario often arises. 

Using a breadth-first approach naturally addressed the first issue, and by storing intermediate 

results, we are also able to address the second. The greatest question thus becomes, how to 

accomplish this using SIMD? Let us set forth on that task. 

First, let us quickly define the concept of active boxes. 

Definition 15 (Active Box). A box bis considered active relative to a probe point p on some layer 

k if the prefix of p of length k - I is contained by b. Similarly, a node is considered active ifall 

boxes that have their final layer in it or one ofits children are active. 

Definition 16 (Characteristic Bitstring). For all outputs of the function </J(c) (see Definition 7), 

there exists a characteristic bitstring CB such that, for O ~ i ~ 242, CB[i] = 1 if and only if the 

cluster zfor which </)(z) = i contains c. CB is said to be the characteristic bitstring ofc. 
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Then, we made two discoveries. The first is that matching for all nodes of a given level 

can be handled simultaneously. To do this, we first use SIMD to take the bitwise OR of all the 

bitstrings for all active nodes. Then, we bitwise AND this result with the characteristic bitstring 

for the input. Finally, we efficiently determine which nodes produced the l's in the resultant 

bitstring. If the box found this way terminates at this layer, the Contains operation returns it; 

otherwise, the detected children are added to the lists for their appropriate layer(s) and the 

algorithm progresses to the next layer. 

Example 9. Let us return to the example in Figure 3.1, and aim to apply our SIMD-based BPS 

algorithm to it for the probe point (T, T, T ) at layer 0. With bitstrings, the first bit is set to 1 ifa A 

branch is present, the second bit for a false branch, and the third bit for a true branch. The root 

node would thus have the bitstring 111, since all three children exist, and the probe point would 

have the bitstring 101, since either the A branch or the true branch could hold a containing box. 

The bitwise AND of these values is 101, so the corresponding children, the A branch and the true 

branch, would be declared active on layer 1. 

Then, the algorithm repeats on layer 1. This time, there are two active nodes, both with bit

string 001. We take the bitwise OR of these values, which is 001 , then AND that with the probe 

point's characteristic bitstring, 101. This outputs 001. Then, since both ofthese nodes have a child 

with this value, both children are declared active for layer 2. This process then continues for level 

3, where both active nodes will be found to be containing boxes; the one with the initial A will be 

returned by the algorithm since As are preferred. 

Note that we have produced a series of lists, one for each level of the trie. Now, a naive ap

proach might be to discard these lists between runs. However, we need not do so. Suppose that 

the next probe point we input into our contains operation is identical to the previous probe 

point up to some depth d. If this is the case, then we can simply save all of the lists generated 

up through that depth. Thus, at zero additional storage cost (since these lists were generated 

anyways), we succeed in avoiding costly redoing of numerous comparison operations. For a vi

sual example of the sort of savings this produces, see Figure 3.4. Together, these improvements 

proved to be highly significant; for details, see Section 4.4. For the detailed algorithms, please 

see Algorithms 6 and 7 in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4: A depiction of the savings produced by using the memory features of our breadth
first search. Suppose that the containing box for some probe point is the green dot. Then, in 
order to find it, the system must take the path marked in red. However, the next probe point 
will be contained by the box indicated by the blue dot. Without memory, the system must redo 
all of the calculations it made in finding the green dot-box. With memory, it only has to per
form the one comparison that differs this point from the previous one. Additionally, please 
note that, while this example only suggests a few levels' computations are skipped, in datasets 
with thousands of variables, this could easily correspond to skipping thousands of comparison 
operations. 

3.5 GetAIIContainingBoxes Shortcuts 

Taking advantage of our modification ofTetris from outputting the list of output points explic

itly to simply stating their number, we introduce a technique to the GetAIIContainingBoxes pro

cedure, Algorithm 8, that allows us to significantly reduce runtime. Namely, we introduce the 

singleton strategy. 

Suppose our trie resembles a rake where one branch is significantly longer than all the other 

branches; for a depiction of this, see Figure 3.5. If we know that none of the shorter branches 

leads to a containing box, then we only have to search the single remaining long branch, which 

we will call the singleton box. We can do this by loading that singleton box directly and doing 

a single comparison with the probe point (more specifically, one comparison per 256 layers), 

thereby determining whether or not the probe point is contained in significantly less time. 

We now ask, how often does this situation arise? The answer, in datasets with a large average 

clause size, is surprisingly often. Suppose we have 1,000 clauses with 100 variables. Then, if 

the solver has progressed past 20 variables (i.e., four levels), the probability of a clause with 

all variables assigned remaining a live branch is approximately one in one million, and so we 

would be very surprised to see more than one branch still be alive. While our ordering strategy 

is designed to maximize the probability of this ideal outcome, in practice there will be some 
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Figure 3.5: A trie where the singleton strategy would pay dividends. Suppose each of the branch 
displayed here represents a box, and that those boxes contain the probe point up until some 
prefix, at which point the branch terminates. We see that one branch is significantly longer 
than the others. In this case, we would want to use the singleton strategy on this branch. 

A-branches early on; however, we still find ourselves reduced to only one branch surprisingly 

quickly. In general, the sparser a dataset is in terms of boxes, the greater the improvement using 

the singleton strategy will grant. After all, this improves the probability of there being only one 

active box at a given time. 

Finally, since in the finding of the singleton box we learned something about the structure 

of the trie - specifically, that there is exactly one box that contains a given prefix - we discover 

that we only have to test one probe point for this entire branch. Given this box and the fixing of 

all variables up to the branching point, we can immediately calculate the full number of output 

points with the prefix, and thereby advance the probe point entirely past this branch. For a 

visual example of this, please see Figure 3.6. 

Example 10. Consider the example from Figure 3.1, except we will change the box (F,A,A) to 

(.F, .F, A) , keeping (A, T, F) and (T, T, F) , with probe point p = (F, T, T). Then (F, A, A) and (A, T, F) 

both contain p through layer 0, but only the second contains it through layer 1. Thus, before the 

algorithm goes to layer 2, it detects that only one box remains active and activates the singleton 

strategy. 

There, the algorithm scans the only remaining box (A, T, F) for the number of non-A values 

remaining in it. In this case, there are no non-A values remaining, so we increment the output 
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Figure 3.6: This depicts what would occur if, with three variables remaining (x1 , x2 , andx3 ), the 
only remaining active box were (A,F,F), which is visualized on the left-hand side of the image. 
Then this box would cover two possible output points, leaving six output points uncovered by 
any box. These six points - represented by green dots on the right side of the image - cause 
the algorithm to increase the count of solutions by 6, and then the algorithm inserts into the 
database a box covering the entire hypercube, which is the red box on the right-hand side. 

count by 1 (for the satisfying assignment (F, T, T)) and return (F, T, ,1) as our containing box. Had 

the final layer of(A, T, F) been a A instead ofan F, we would have incremented the output count 

by 2 instead (for the satisfying assignments (F, T, T) and (F, T, F) ) , but still returned the same 

containing box. Note that the fact that this box did not itself contain the probe point did not 

prevent us from using the singleton strategy. 

The full algorithm can be found in Chapter 3. l.2 's Algorithm 9. For the direct impact of 

enabling this strategy in the Tetris engine, please see Section 4.4. 
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INSERTION RATIO VS. RUNTIME 

Ratio Time (Seconds) 

.00 14.85 

.05 14.83 

.10 14.79 

.15 14.85 

.20 14.81 

.25 14.76 

.30 14.75 

.35 14.76 

.40 14.79 

.45 14.71 

.50 14.65 

.55 14.65 

.60 14.69 

.65 14.71 

.70 14.61 

.75 14.04 

.80 10.82 

.85 4.97 

.90 3.59 

.95 17.03 

1.00 19.23 

Table 3.2: A comparison of insertion ratios with the time to solve the AISl0 dataset [6]. For 
these tests, we used the Heuristically Grouped Degree Descent ordering; similar behavior was 
observed from all ordering strategies. 
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4 

OUR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

With Chapter 3 complete, we have reviewed all of the primary additions to Tetris. At this point, 

we can consider our engine to be something different: CNFTetris, a version of Tetris designed 

to solve SAT problems. Thus, let us now set it against other model counters in order to com

pare and contrast their ability to tackle model counting problems. A model counting problem, 

simply put, is, given a CNF formula, output the number of satisfying solutions to that formula. 

Since Tetris was originally designed to handle database joins, these are more natural problems 

for the algorithm to solve than the corresponding SAT pro bl ems, which are to simply determine 

whether or not any solution exists. 

4.1 Experiment Setup 

We compare our results with those of the sharpSAT [55] , dSharp[44], and Cachet[51] model 

counters due to their recognition as state-of-the-art model counters. All tests were performed 

using a single thread on an 8-core E5 v3 2.6GHz processor with 64GB of RAM. 

Additionally, we include two types of datasets. The first is derived from join problems on 

graphs. These are the sort of problems that Tetris was originally designed to solve; as such, CN

FTetris does a very good job on them. The second set is a selection of standard model counting 

benchmarks from various competitions held over the past several years. Most model counters 

have been trained to solve such problems, so they serve as an apt second set of benchmarks for 

CNFTetris to compete against. 
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4.2 Graph Results 

Here, we will compare and contrast how various solvers performed on model counting prob

lems created from graphs. 

4.2.1 Dataset Generation 

The CNF graph datasets were created using the publicly available SNAP datasets [39]. These 

are graph datasets; that is, each consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges connecting those 

vertices. Each of these datasets is a natural problem; some arose from social networks, while 

others are anonymized data from other corners on the Internet. We can then use this data to 

run various queries; for instance, we can determine how many triangles exist in the graph. Our 

goal, then, is to convert these problems into an equivalent CNF problem so that we can use 

CNFTetris and the other model counters to solve them. We do this in Algorithm 13. 

Algorithm 13 Converting Graphs to CNF 
1: INPUT: A graph G = (V, E), a graph structure S 

2: numVars <- log(IVI)+ sizeof(D) 
3: clauseList ._ NULL 
4: for all pairs of vertices v1 and v2 do 
5: if (v1, v2) (f. Ethen 
6: for all Formula-location required by S {See the description below} do 
7: Encode the absent edge (v1, v2 ) in that location as a boolean formula with numVar 

variables 
8: end for 
9: end if 

10: endfor 
11: output clauseList 

The algorithm works as follows . Each vertex is first assigned a unique binary encoding using 

log(n) bits, where n = WI- We furthermore increase the number of bits such that there are log(n) 

bits times the size of the data structure being looked for in the graph. For instance, if we are 

performing the triangle query on the dataset, there will be 3 -log(n) bits used in the encoding. 

Henceforth, let k represent the size of this query. Each of these bits will correspond to a variable 

in the CNF encoding of the problem. In essence, each of these repetitions represents a vertex in 

e.g. the triangle. 
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Next, we will encode each absent edge (i.e., a pair of vertices v1 and v2 such that the edge 

(v1, v2) (f. E, where Eis the edge set of the graph) as (~) total Boolean formulas for the k-clique 

query, and k formulas for the k-path query. Each of these formulas corresponds to e.g. one 

of the three edges of a triangle. Observe that any possible satisfying solution to the SAT prob

lem cannot select an edge that does not exist; therefore, any assignment that matches one of 

these formulas on all variables must be rejected. Equivalently, any accepting assignment must 

match at least one variable in the inverse. This naturally leads to a CNF definition, which is 

what we create. We will repeat this encoding over each possible set of vertex pairings such 

that the lower-indexed vertex is always written before the higher-indexed vertex, while adding 

additional clauses to reject all edges that would be from the higher-indexed vertex to the lower

indexed vertex. Simplifying resolutions are also performed where possible. Therefore, we have 

created a CNF problem where, for each output to the query in the original problem, there exists 

a solution. We can and do use this problem instance as input for both Tetris and other model 

counters. 

4.2.2 Example 

Let us examine an example instance of this. Consider the very simple example graph depicted in 

Figure 4.1 below, using the triangle query. In order to encode the non-edge (v2 , v4), we must first 

calculate the binary encodings of each of these vertices. These are (01) and (11), respectively. 

We then flip all of the bits, giving us (10) and (00). Then we construct three CNF clauses, each 

of which corresponds to being the first, the second, or the third edge of the triangle. The first 

will be (x1 v .x2 v X3 v .x4), with (x1 v .x2) corresponding to (10) and (.x3 v .x4) corresponding to 00. 

Similarly, the second will be (x1 v .x2 v .x5v X6); and the third will be (x3 v .x4v .x5v X6). Additionally, 

we insert clauses forbidding "bad" orderings of the points; in other words, we are making sure 

we do not count (v1, v2 , v3 ) and (v2 , v3 , v1) as separate triangles. Putting all of this together, we 

get the CNF formula (x1 v .x2 v X3 v .X4) A (x1 v .x2 v Xs v X6) A (x3 v .X4 v Xs v X6)-

Then, let us run Tetris on this CNF input. Let us consider what happens when it uses the 

probe point (assuming naive ordering) (T, T, T,F,F, T) - that is, the probe point that corre

sponds to the inverted binary representations of v1, v2 , and v3 , the three vertices in the top

right triangle. Since each of the selected edges does not correspond to the missing edge, we 

know that all three of those clauses must be satisfied; and since each edge is in the index order, 

we know that the additional clauses that we added will also accept our input. Therefore, Tetris 
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will increment the output. This continues for all other probe points until Tetris has found all 

triangles. 

Figure 4.1: A sample graph on four vertices, used in the above example. We will encode the 
non-edge (v2 , v4) as our SAT formula, along with additional clauses that ensure we only count 
triangles once, which will allow us to run the query as a #SAT problem. 

4.2.3 Results Analysis 

As can be seen in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, while all of the other solvers found these problems 

to be difficult, CNFTetris solves 100% of them quickly. Queries that take seconds on CNFTetris 

wind up taking hours on the competition, with C N FTetris running over a thousand times faster 

on some problems. Specifically, for the Soc-Epinions SNAP dataset, on both 3-clique and 2-

path queries, only CN FTetris is able to terminate without timing out. This is not an artifact of a 

strategically-chosen time to timeout, either: the solvers were given 40,000 seconds to find every 

solution, and CNFTetris accomplished this task in a scant 85.1 seconds for the 3-clique query, 

and an almost-as-quick 112.76 seconds for the 2-path query. Thus we can say that, even if the 

other solvers were allowed to run indefinitely until completion, CNFTetris would prove to be at 

least 4 70 and 354 times faster, respectively. 

Yet given the results from the other datasets, we can suspect that this may be significantly 

lowballing the advantage that CNFTetris has. None of the other solvers find the smaller Wikiv

otes or Facebook datasets tractable for the 3-clique query, despite CNFTetriscompleting those 

in 14.57 seconds and 9.63 seconds, respectively. Using the same methods of calculation as 

above, this gives us a minimum factor of improvement of 2,745 and 4,153, respectively. 

It is on the 2-path queries for Wikivotes and Facebook that the other solvers finally manage 

to terminate. Nevertheless, even here CN FTetris sets itself apart with distinction. On the smaller 
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Facebook query, CNFTetris takes only 9.87 seconds to find the total number of solutions, while 

sharpSAT takes 4,637.25 seconds, giving us a ratio of 469.83. dSharpand Cachet fare better, with 

times of 3871.86 and 2210.42 seconds, respectively (corresponding to speedup ratios of 392.29 

and 223.95, respectively). While this 2-orders-of-magnitude difference is substantially less, it is 

still a marked one. 

However, let us now turn to the Wikivotes 2-path query, the other one all solvers were able 

to accomplish. Here, CNFTetris takes 17.14 seconds, while sharpSAT takes 31,801.8 seconds, 

dSharp takes 36,947.5 seconds, and Cachet takes 28838.1 seconds. This means that CNFTetris 

is once again three orders of magnitude faster; however, that is not where we should focus our 

attention. 

Instead, let us examine the relative slowdowns for each solver going from the Facebook 

query to the Wikivotes query. In CNFTetriss case, the difference is a factor of l.74x. Meanwhile, 

sharpSAT is 6.86x slower, dSharp is 9.54x slower, and Cachet is 13.05x slower. Therefore, we see 

that, while CNFTetris finds the Wikivotes query to be less than twice as hard as the Facebook 

query, the other solvers find it to be an average of approximately ten times harder. Thus, we 

can conclude that CNFTetris scales on this type of problem significantly better than the other 

solvers do. 

The stark difference we see on all queries for all datasets is largely due to the extremely high 

number of clauses relative to the number of variables, along with the fact that these clauses 

contain a large number of variables; these factors are not present in many of the standard SAT 

benchmarks. For instance, while the average clause in many SAT benchmarks contains two or 

three variables, here the average clause has thirty or more. And while SAT benchmarks rarely 

have over ten times as many clauses as variables, here the system is forced to tackle an environ

ment where the number of clauses is exponentially larger than the number ofvariables. 

Note that all of the solvers we are comparing against use unit propagation techniques in 

order to count models [18]; see Section 6.4.3 for details. Because of this, the increased number 

of clauses directly corresponds to increased work for these solvers. 

4.3 Nongraph Results 

In this section, we will discuss how CNFTetris performed as compared to other solvers on stan

dard model counting benchmarks. 
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4.3.1 About the Datasets 

These datasets are a combination of datasets from the SATLIB datasets [6] and the Sample

Count benchmarks for model counting taken from International Joint Conference on Artificial 

Intelligence '07 [4]. While sharpSAT is able to solve a greater percentage of the problems than 

CNFTetris and while sharpSAT's runtimes are often significantly faster on those datasets (see 

Table 4.1), we see there are datasets where CNFTetris is within an order of magnitude from 

sharpSAT. 

4.3.2 Results Analysis 

As Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show, Tetris is competitive with dSharp and Cachet on many of 

the datasets. Furthermore, the percentage of datasets it could solve before timing out is 65.3%, 

as compared to 86.7% for sharpSAT and Cachet, and 84.5% for dSharp. 

Indeed, on some datasets, such as the AIS ones, CNFTetris overtakes all other solvers as the 

size of the problem increases. Indeed, while all three of the other solvers are faster than CN

FTetris on the smallest dataset, AIS6, when asked to solve the tougher AIS8 dataset, CNFTetris 

already equals or surpasses both dSharp and Cachet, and is just over half the speed of sharpSAT. 

CNFTetris only extends its lead onAISl0, where it is now approximately 4.5x faster than dSharp 

and Cachet, while closing the gap with sharpSAT to roughly 25%. And on the biggest dataset 

of the bunch, AIS12, CNFTetris proves to be over 33% faster than sharpSAT, and is an order of 

magnitude faster than either dSharp or Cachet. 

Thus, much as on the graph problems, we see that, as datasets of a given type grow larger, 

CNFTetris 's relative speed on the dataset grows as well. This suggests that CNFTetris is asymp

totically faster than the other solvers. 

However, on the whole, these results paint a varied picture. While CNFTetris remains within 

an order of magnitude of the other solvers on a number of key benchmarks, such as LS5_firstr, 

LS6_firstr, and LS6_diag, this is not universally the case. On the flat graph coloring problems, 

flatl25-l, 2, and 3, while CNFTetris did find the correct answer without timing out, it proved to 

be over three orders of magnitude slower than sharpSAT on those datasets, and only managed 

to stay within three orders of magnitude as compared to dSharp or Cachet on flatl25-3. While 

there were a few other success stories, such as the "Anomaly" dataset, they are fewer and farther 

between than might be hoped. 
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Some of the latest research on CNFTetris has the potential to overcome those gaps. This re

search, more details of which can be found in Chapter 5, has already produced several promis

ing results. For instance, take the grid32 dataset. If one ignores the currently inefficient pre

processing procedure in the locks code, the runtime of the algorithm proper is less than a hun

dredth of a second, substantially faster than the eighth of a second sharpSAT takes on it and 

even faster than the .012 seconds Cachet, the fastest on that dataset, took. Whether or not the 

locks strategy can be brought to a point where it can fully overtake the other model counters is 

one of the open questions we leave in Section 7.3. 

4.4 Breadth-First Search and Singleton Improvements 

Here, we will examine how techniques introduced in Sections 3.3 (BFS) and 3.4 (Singleton) im

prove performance across various types of datasets. 

Full analysis of Table 4.6 reveals that introducing breadth-first searches (with singleton off) 

improved runtime by an average factor of l.37x and a median of l.03x on graph datasets, and 

an average of 56.60x and a median of 10.40x on #SAT benchmarks. As for singleton techniques 

(which were introduced while using breadth-first searches), while the median dataset saw small 

improvements, with l.02x for graphs and l.07x for #SAT, some improved massively; for graph 

datasets, the average improvement factor was l.15x, and for #SAT benchmarks, it was 7.0lx. 

We see that the BFS technique we introduce perform strongly, with average and/or median 

speedups of greater than one order of magnitude for all except for graph datasets, on which 

CNFTetris already performed strongly. Meanwhile, produced massive improvements in the 

random datasets, and, on some #SAT benchmarks, improved results significantly, while still 

causing respectable improvements on graph datasets. 

Examining some of the raw data reveals results to be varied, with certain datasets showing 

more marked improvement to certain techniques than others. For instance, consider the LS5 

and LS6 datasets. For LS5, the time without BFS was 2926.14 seconds, while the time with BFS 

was 37.66 seconds, and adding singleton on top of that brought the time down to .187 seconds. 

However, this contrasts strongly with the LS6 firstr and diag datasets. Those two both timed 

out when BFS was turned off, while terminated in a reasonable amount of time when BFS was 

turned on: a significant improvement. However, when singleton was turned on here, the differ

ence was much smaller: a reduction from 278.53 seconds to 261.23 seconds on LS6_firstr, and 
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from 274.2 seconds to 252.4 seconds on LS6_diag. 

This is perhaps not too surprising: we expected in Section 3.5 for the singleton code to work 

best on sparse datasets; that is, datasets for which any given probe point will, after a reasonable 

depth, have few active boxes. These larger datasets contain more clauses, and therefore are 

significantly less likely to have only a single active box. 
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RUNTIME ON VARIOUS DATASETS - C NFT ET RIS AND SHARP SAT, PART 1 

Query Base Graph CNFTetris sharpSAT 

Wikivotes 

3-clique Facebook 

Soc-Epinions 

Wikivotes 

2-path Facebook 

Soc-Epinions 

AIS6 

AIS8 

AISl0 

AIS12 

ls8-simplified2 

ls8-simplified4 

ls8-simplified5 

LS5 firstr 

LS6 firstr 

LS6 diag 

grid32 

grid40 

2bitmax_6 

flatl25-l 

flatl25-2 

flatl25-3 

anomaly 

bwlarge_a 

bwlarge_b 

bwlarge_c 

huge 

Runtime 

14.57 

9.63 

85.1 

17.14 

9.87 

112.76 

.022 

.29 

3.44 

93.26 

5.142 

.108 

0.014 

.187 

261.23 

252.4 

0.332 

0.927476 

Timeout 

392.206 

2405.534 

76.201 

.002 

.192 

10.589 

Timeout 

.197 

Runtime 

Timeout 

Timeout 

Timeout 

31801.8 

4637.25 

Timeout 

.012 

.101 

2.629 

128.61 

.747 

.014 

.007 

.0391 

128.933 

134.421 

0.125 

0.261 

0.493 

.032 

.031 

.023 

.006 

.016 

.058 

.267 

.016 

Speedup 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

1855.41 

469.83 

n/a 

.545 

0.416 

.764 

1.379 

.145 

.13 

.5 

.209 

.494 

.533 

.377 

.281 

n/a 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0.083 

0 

n/a 

0.081 

Table 4.1: Results for CNFTetris and sharpSAT, part 1 
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RUNTIME ON VARIOUS DATASETS - CNFTETRIS AND SHARPSAT, PART 2 

Query Base Graph 

logistics_a 

logistics_b 

logistics_c 

medium 

qgl-07 

qgl-08 

qgl-07 

qgl-08 

qg2-07 

qg2-08 

qg3-08 

qg3-09 

qg4-08 

qg4-09 

SWl00-8-8-1 

SWl00-8-8-2 

SWl00-8-8-3 

SWl00-8-8-4 

SWl00-8-8-5 

SWl00-8-8-6 

bmc-gallileo-8 

bmc-ibm-1 

parityl6-l 

CNFTetris sharpSAT 

Runtime Runtime Speedup 

Timeout .176 n/a 

Timeout .731 n/a 

Timeout 27.78 n/a 

.013 .008 0.615 

3.648 0.131 0.615 

Timeout 12.275 n/a 

3.648 0.131 0.036 

Timeout 12.275 n/a 

16.06 0.162 0.010 

Timeout 9.284 n/a 

76.582 0.12 0.002 

Timeout 3.343 n/a 

32.532 0.114 0.003 

Timeout 4.655 n/a 

4.939 0.093 .019 

34.349 0.109 .003 

19.029 0.09 0.004 

56.75 0.083 0.001 

32.266 0.096 0.003 

14.362 0.088 0.006 

Timeout 7.746 n/a 

Timeout 2.373 n/a 

14.362 0.088 0.006 

Table 4.2: Results for CNFTetris and sharpSAT, part 2 
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RUNTIME ON VARIOUS DATASETS -DSHARP AN D C ACHET, PART 1 

Query Base Graph dSharp Cachet 

Wikivotes 

3-clique Facebook 

Soc-Epinions 

Wikivotes 

2-path Facebook 

Soc-Epinions 

AIS6 

AIS8 

AISl0 

AIS12 

ls8-simplified2 

ls8-simplified4 

ls8-simplified5 

LS5 firstr 

LS6 firstr 

LS6 diag 

grid32 

grid40 

2bitmax_6 

flatl25-l 

flatl25-2 

flatl25-3 

anomaly 

bwlarge_a 

bwlarge_b 

bwlarge_c 

huge 

Runtime 

Timeout 

Timeout 

Timeout 

36947.5 

3871.86 

Timeout 

.019 

.3386 

14.757 

1021.83 

4.87053 

0.051 

0.006419 

0.185761 

490.186 

410.078 

0.129081 

0.267618 

2.335 

0.121902 

0.178868 

0.073131 

0.0014 

0.011 

0.185 

4.88 

0.01164 

Speedup 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

2155.63 

392.29 

n/a 

.864 

1.168 

4.29 

10.96 

.947 

.472 

0.459 

.993 

1.876 

1.625 

.389 

0.289 

n/a 

0 

0 

.001 

.701 

.058 

.017 

n/a 

.059 

Runtime 

Timeout 

Timeout 

Timeout 

28838.1 

2210.42 

Timeout 

.0135 

.300 

16.4724 

1100.13 

0.652 

0.024 

0.012 

0.06 

227.104 

161.52 

0.012 

0.012 

0.760 

0.1 

0.12 

0.112 

0.008 

0.024 

0.212 

5.7 

0.028 

Speedup 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

1682.50 

223.95 

n/a 

.614 

1.034 

4.788 

11.80 

.126 

.222 

0.857 

.321 

.869 

.640 

.036 

.013 

n/a 

0 

0 

.001 

4 

0.125 

.020 

n/a 

.142 

Table 4.3: Results for dSharp and Cachet, part 1 
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RUNTIME ON VARIOUS DATASETS-DSHARP AND CACHET, PART 2 

Query Base Graph dSharp Cachet 

Runtime Speedup Runtime Speedup 

logistics_a 0.447493 n/a 2.104 n/a 

logistics_b 4.5243 n/a 6.716 n/a 

logistics_c 878.835 n/a 385.096 n/a 

medium 0.002759 0.212 0.012 0.923 

qgl-07 0.002759 0.212 0.012 0.923 

qgl-08 878.835 n/a 385.096 n/a 

qgl-07 0.282805 0.078 0.748 0.205 

qgl-08 70.8509 n/a 148.024 n/a 

qg2-07 0.322362 0.020 0.46 0.029 

qg2-08 38.0018 n/a 88.432 n/a 

qg3-08 0.334528 0.004 0.508 0.006 

qg3-09 28.2323 n/a 23.5 n/a 

qg4-08 0.210926 0.006 0.432 0.013 

qg4-09 21.5414 n/a 18.544 n/a 

SWl00-8-8-1 0.178363 0.036 0.248 0.05 

SWl00-8-8-2 0.201842 0.005 0.2 0.005 

SWl00-8-8-3 0.168802 0.009 0.304 0.015 

SWl00-8-8-4 0.215446 0.004 0.448 0.007 

SWl00-8-8-5 0.181709 0.006 0.324 0.01 

SWl00-8-8-6 0.178186 0.012 0.364 0.025 

bmc-gallileo-8 1917.5 n/a 211.772 n/a 

bmc-ibm-1 23.7105 n/a 14.556 n/a 

parityl6-l 5.77605 0.096 0.956 0.016 

Table 4.4: Results for dSharp and Cachet, part 2. This table, along with Table 4.1, Table 4.2, 
and Table 4.3, shows the comparative results of various solvers on CNF datasets created using 
various SNAP graphical datasets and SAT datasets. All runtimes are in seconds; timeout was 
set at 40,000 seconds. For these tests, we used a insertion ratio of .8 and the Heuristic Degree 
Descent ordering for CN FTetris. For specific statistics on each dataset, please see the Appendix. 
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PERCENTAGE OF DATASETS COMPLETED 

Dataset Type CNFTetris sharpSAT Cachet dSharp 

Graph 100% 33% 33% 33% 

#SAT Benchmarks 65.3% 86.7% 86.7% 86.7% 

Table 4.5: This is the percentage of datasets from each type that each solver was able to solve 
within a 30-minute time limit. 

Dataset Type BPS, average BPS, median Singleton, average Singleton, median 

Graph 1.37454723 1.031225882 1.154867944 1.016361523 

#SAT 56.60465351 10.39993354 7.012987474 1.074224709 

Table 4.6: This shows how the inclusion of features discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 impacted 
performance. All times are relative; for instance, a value of '2' would mean that, if a dataset took 
72 seconds without the feature, it would now take 36 seconds. 
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5 

LOCKS STRATEGY 

Whereas the singleton strategy from Section 3.5 is focused on datasets where the average clause 

size is large, with locks, we will instead focus on datasets where the average clause size is small 

- namely, when clauses are binary, where a binary clause has exactly two variables in it. This 

corresponds directly to a binary box, which has exactly two non-A variables in it, as per the con

version in Algorithm 1. One major motivation for treating binary clauses separately comes back 

to the concept of resolution, which we discussed earlier in Section 2.2. Recall that, whenever 

we perform a resolution, if a variable is non-A in one box and A in the other, that variable is 

assigned the non-A value in the output box. 

Consider the scenario where we are resolving two boxes with five variables each, in a dataset 

where the total number of variables is 100. If each of the variables is chosen randomly, then it 

is extremely likely that most of the non-pivot variables will not match. This means that the 

output box will have nine non-A variables in it, or almost twice as many as the two inputs to the 

resolution operator. 

However, with binary boxes, no such explosion can happen. After all, even if both non-pivot 

variables do not match, the total number of non-A variables in the resolution will be 2-in other 

words, we will produce another binary box. Thus, we can freely resolve all binary boxes with all 

other binary boxes, knowing that we will continue to produce the very large binary boxes, which 

we prefer because they cover larger areas of the output space. 

Note that, for this scenario, we have slightly changed our goal. Recall that previously, we 

largely concerned ourselves with ensuring that these large boxes had non-A variables to the 

start. This was because we wanted to ensure we found these clauses quickly when scanning 

through the database. However, since we are not using the database, this is no longer a concern. 

We instead value all binary boxes equally in the locks paradigm. 
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Let us briefly introduce how the locks process is carried out. When forming the probe point, 

we will automatically skip possibilities that can never arise. For instance, let us take the box 

(F, F). Here, if the first variable in the probe point is set to T, then this box cannot possibly 

contain the probe point. Alternatively, if the first variable in the probe point is F, the box will 

contain the probe point if and only if the second variable is also F. As such, we will only allow 

the second variable to take the value T. In other words, we will lock its value to T until the first 

variable in the probe point is set to Tor A. 

We will proceed to formally introduce this procedure and its algorithms in Section 5.1, go 

through an example run of the core procedures in Section 5.2, discuss the theoretical benefits 

and weaknesses of this design in Section 5.3, and then present experimental results in Section 

5.4. 

5.1 Algorithm 

Let us now dive deeper into the process. First, let us define a lock with more specificity: 

Definition 17 (Locks). The locks are a many-many mapping from one set of index-value pairs 

to another set ofindex-value pairs. The domain pairs are called keys, while the range pairs are 

called locks. Indicies refer to the indicies ofvariables in boxes, while values refer to either true or 

false. 

Example 11. The box (A,F,F) would create the key-lock pair L[(l,F)] = (2,F). Note that the right

hand side ofthe equation is an element in a set; one key can set multiple locks. 

Now, let us introduce the algorithms. Here, we will be separating the act of advancing the 

probe point into two functions: advancement, and shrinking (or, equivalently, reducing). The 

former will refer to taking a probe point and assigning all A values to false. If we think of the 

probe points as traversing along a tree, with left branches represented by F and right branches 

by T (with A meaning that we have not yet branched at that depth), to advance a probe point is 

to repeatedly take the left path. This refers to Algorithm 14. The second, shrinking, covers the 

act of traversing back up the tree. In essence, after finding a containing box (which the probe 

point itself takes the place of, if the probe point is an output point), we will retreat up the tree, 

replacing T and F with A, until the probe point is no longer contained by the containing box 
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Algorithm 14 Advancing the Probe Point under Locks 
1: INPUT: Probe point p, dictionary oflocks L 
2: while pis not a point {i.e. , contains ,1} do 
3: i ._ the index of the first A in p 
4: ifL[(i,F)] is nonempty then 
5: for all index-value pairs (j, b) E: L[(i,F)] do 
6: Pj ._ b 
7: end for 
8: end if 
9: Pi ._ F 

10: end while 

(except for the last variable, which is set to T if it was previously F, and A is it was previously T). 

This process is detailed in Algorithm 15. 

The advancing algorithm, Algorithm 14, progressively assigns the value false to the first non

Avariable in the probe point it is building. Additionally, if that assignment causes it to set some 

key, the variable corresponding to that key's lock is immediately assigned the appropriate value. 

The reducing algorithm, Algorithm 15, in essence rewinds the probe point to a depth dic

tated by the containing box. It makes sure not to clear any locks below that depth, leaving them 

untouched. However, if it finds that it clears some key, it will additionally clear any locks that 

key had been locking. 

Finally, as an additional preprocessing step, we must consider the idea of lock chains. This 

is when one key-lock pair causes the key or lock from another key-lock pair to be set. When

ever this occurs, that key-lock pair must also be resolved. For instance, if L(2, F) ={(3, T)}, and 

L(3, T) ={(4,F)}, then when index2 is set to F, index4 must be set to Fas well. Hence, we will add 

(4,F) to the set oflocks locked by the key (2,F) locks, giving us L(2,F) ={(3, T), (4,F)}. This also 

applies for situations such as when we have, say, L(2,F) = {(4, T)} and L(3,F) ={(4,F)}. In this 

case, we would need to add a lock from (2, F) to (3, T), which would prevent the contradiction 

of forcing 4 to be both T and F from happening. However, we additionally observe that what 

we have described is simply the transitive closure of the locks. Thus, this preprocessing step 

reduces to calculating that transitive closure, and its output will be the value of the dictionary L 

in Algorithms 14 and 15. 

Now, let us restate the general Tetris algorithm, Algorithm 3, but with our new Locks Strategy 

added in, as Algorithm 16. 
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Algorithm 15 Shrinking the Probe Point under Locks 
1: INPUT: Probe point p, dictionary oflocks L, containing box b 
2: i ._ the index of the first non-A in p 
3: n ._ the length of p 
4: for j from n down to i + 1 do 
5: b<-bj 
6: if L does not have a lock whose value is (j, b) then 
7: Pj ._ A {If the value is not set, go up the tree as per standard Tetris.} 
8: else 
9: Merge the box corresponding to that lock with b {This is equivalent to 

performing the normal merge step in Algorithm 3.} 
10: end if 
11: if L has a lock whose key is (j,b) {If some active lock's key has been 

cleared ... }then 
12: (index,bool)<-L[(j,b)]{Note that 11 bool 11 is unused.} 
13: Pindex <- A {Clear that lock.} 
14: end if 
15: end for 
16: if Pi= F then 
17: Pi= T 
18: else 
19: Pi= A 
20: end if 

It is not immediately clear that this algorithm is equivalent to the standard Tetris algorithm. 

However, we will prove that this is the case. 

Theorem 2. Tetris with locks is exactly equivalent to Tetris without locks. 

Proof To prove this equivalency, we must establish two facts : first, that there is no probe point 

that Algorithm 3 would mark as an output point that Algorithm 16 would not; and second, that 

there is no probe point that Algorithm 3 would mark as contained that Algorithm 16 would mark 

as an output point. In other words, we must establish that the outputs of both algorithms are 

equivalent. 

First, let us consider the probe points for which Algorithm 3 would find a containing box. 

For each of these, it is the case that some box in the database contains this probe point. Call 

this box b. Now, for Tetris with locks, either bis a binary box, or it contains more than 2 non-A 

variables. In the latter case, it would be entered into the database as per Algorithm 3. Hence, 
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when testing to see if this point is an output point, Algorithm 16 will still find this box in the 

database, and thus will mark this point as contained. 

Let us now consider what would occur if b is a binary box. When this happens, the box is not 

inserted into the database, but rather is treated as a lock. Thus, if a probe point that would be 

contained by bis formed, when Algorithm 16 checks the database, it would not be able to find 

a containing box. We must therefore establish that the probe point is never formed. 

However, that is exactly what the Advance Algorithm (Algorithm 14) guarantees. Let us call 

identify the lock formed by that box as L[m, n] = {(i, k)}. If the first non-A variable in the box 

would be set, then that will set the key to the lock formed from that box, so the second non-A 

variable in the box will be set to the value that guarantees that no probe point would be con

tained by this box. Meanwhile, if the second non-A variable in this box would be set first to 

some value k, then there must exist some other lock with index j and boolean value l such that 

L[j, l] = {(i, k), . .. }. For this to happen, we have j < m (since if it weren't, the lock at (m, n) would 

have assigned the value first). But then, by the transitive closure, we would have added a lock 

from (j, l) to (m, ii). Thus, no probe point can be formed that would be contained by the binary 

box. 

Ergo, we have demonstrated that, for any probe point for which Algorithm 3 would find a 

containing box, Algorithm 16 will either find a containing box or otherwise not count it as an 

output point. 

Let us now consider the probe points that Algorithm 3 would mark as output points. It 

suffices to show that we generate each one of these probe points; i.e., we do not accidentally 

advance past them. After all, ifwe advance to a point that is an output point, then there will be 

no box in the database that contains it, so Algorithm 16 will successfully mark it as an output 

point. 

Suppose we would not generate some such point. Then either we have reduced some other 

point such that we cannot go down the branch of the DPS tree that generates the probe points, 

or else we advanced past that point directly. 

Let us consider the prior case first. Recall that, when reducing a probe point, we place A's 

at the end (ignoring locked variables) until the probe point is no longer contained by the box. 

Hence, for us to reduce too far, we must find a containing box that would contain the output 

point. However, Algorithm 16 can generate no containing box that Algorithm 3 cannot, so this 

is impossible. 

Now suppose the Advance Algorithm bypasses the output point. This would require that 

some lock causes us to bypass it. Locks come from two sources: from boxes in the dataset 
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directly, and from ones formed by the transitive closure of the locks. For the former ones, each 

of these boxes would be in the database in Algorithm 3, so ifwe bypass the output point using 

that lock, Algorithm 3 would have found a containing box for it, so it would not be an output 

point, a contradiction. Alternatively, let us suppose the lock arose from the transitive closure. 

However, each operation that creates a new lock-key pair is equivalent to taking the resolution 

of the boxes that formed the lock-key pairs. Since the box formed by the resolution of two boxes 

cannot contain some point that is not contained by one of the two boxes that formed it, our new 

lock-key pair cannot similarly cause us to bypass any output point. Hence, there is no output 

point Advance can bypass, and so there is no output point Algorithm 3 will find that Algorithm 

16 will not. 

Thus we have shown that the outputs of both algorithms are equal; therefore, the two algo

rithms are equivalent. 

□ 

5.2 Example 

Let us consider an example. Suppose we are working over a seven-variable dataset with exactly 

two binary boxes: b1 = (A, F, A, A, F, A, A), and b2 = (A, A, F, A, T, A, A). We can see that the first box 

is equivalent to the statement that, if the second variable in the probe point has been set to F, 

then the fifth variable must be set to T; and similarly, the second box means that, if the third 

variable in the probe point has been set to F, then the fifth variable must be set to E After all, 

given the first box, if both non-A variables in the probe point are set to F, then b1 would contain 

the probe point; while with regards to b2 , if the third variable in the probe point is set to F and 

the fifth to T, then b2 would contain the probe point. 

Additionally, we note that the converse is true as well; namely, if the fifth variable in the 

probe point were set to F, then the second variable must be set to T; and if the fifth variable were 

set to T, then the third variable must be set to T. However, since we assign values to our probe 

point in a left-to-right fashion, this scenario will not usually arise in the normal course of the 

program. The one exception to this is if, before the lock-variable is set, some other lock forces 

the value of its key to be such that the lock cannot be set. This would imply that the key to this 

second lock must lie before the key to the first. 

This is an example of the aforementioned lock chains, situations where one key-lock pair 

forces the premature resolution of a second key-lock pair. However, we observe that there is a 
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solution: since setting the first key in the ordering forces the other key to have a certain value, 

we can simply add an additional key-lock pair from the key of the first box to the key of the 

second box; in other words, we add the transitive closure. In this example, since the key of the 

first box forces the key of the second box to be set to true, we will add a key-lock pair whose key 

is (2, false) and whose lock is (3, true). Then the third variable cannot be set to falsewhile the 

second variable is set to true, removing any risk of a contradiction. 

Let us proceed. As per the above procedure, in addition to the first two locks, L[l, F)] = (4, T) 

and L[(2,F)] = (4,F), we have added the binary box (A,.F,.F,;t,;\,,;\,) to our set oflocks as the pair 

L[ (1, F)] = (2, T). We can then begin creating the probe point. The 0th location is assigned F, as 

per the normal probe point advancement procedure; and since L[(O, F)] is undefined, we know 

this is the key for no locks. This configuration is pictured in Figure 5.1. 

Probe point p : A. A. A A A A 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.1: The initial configuration of the probe point. Variables assigned directly are high
lighted in green, and unassigned keys for some lock are cyan. 

From there, we now approach our first key. Its value is A, so we begin by assigning it the 

value E Then, we examine our key-lock dictionary. We find that L[(l, F)] contains two locks: (2, 

T) and (4,T). Hence, we immediately set those values and mark those locations as locked. This 

brings us to the configuration seen in Figure 5.2. 

Probe point p : F F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.2: The configuration of the probe point after the variables corresponding to keys have 
been handled. Variables assigned directly are highlighted in green, variables that are keys for 
some lock that are currently locking that lock are yellow, and locked variables are red. 

Now, since what would have been the next ;\, variable has been locked, we proceed to the 

following variable instead, and set that to false, as can be seen in Figure 5.3. Then we do exactly 
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Probe point p : F F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.3: The configuration of the probe point at the third point. Variables assigned directly 
are highlighted in green, variables that are keys for some lock that are currently locking that lock 
are yellow, and locked variables are red. 

Probe point p : F F F F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.4: The configuration of the probe point after all locks have been passed. Variables 
assigned directly are highlighted in green, variables that are keys for some lock that are currently 
locking that lock are yellow, and locked variables are red. 

the same thing with the remaining variables, bringing us to Figure 5.4. Now we have formed the 

probe point, and can execute the rest of the algorithm with it. 

Now, as the Tetris algorithm processes this probe point, one of three things happen: either 

the probe point is contained in the cache, it is contained in the database proper, or it is an 

output point. Each of these cases results in the algorithm producing some box on which it can 

reduce the probe point. When reducing a box, the core idea is that each A at the end of the box 

should be echoed with a A in the probe point. 

However, the presence oflocks makes the algorithm slightly more complicated. Now, when 

reducing a box, if a variable in the box that would be replaced with a A is locked, that variable 

remains unchanged. This corresponds to lines 5 and 6 in Algorithm 15. However, if the variable 

in a box that would be replaced with a A is the key to one or more locks, we must addition

ally assign the value of A to each of those locks, and mark those locations as unlocked. This 

corresponds exactly to lines 10 through 14 in Algorithm 15. 

Let us return to our example. Suppose the probe point were contained by the containing 

box (F,F, T,A,A,A,A). Then reducing the probe point on its containing box gives us the same 

configuration as in Figure 5.2. From there, we pop the last variable and use it to progress the 

probe point, as in the standard algorithm (Algorithm 2). However, since the variable that would 

normally be popped is locked, we pop the preceding variable instead. And since this is a key, 
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we perform the aforementioned unlocking procedure on its two locks, then assign true to index 

1. This brings us to the configuration seen in Figure 5.5. Then the cycle begins anew, with us 

advancing the probe point until every variable is non-A as in Figure 5.6. 

Probe point p : F T A. A 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.5: The configuration of the probe point once we are ready to begin the next advance 
step. Variables assigned directly are highlighted in green, and unassigned keys for some lock 
are cyan. 

Probe point p : F T F F F F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Figure 5.6: The configuration of the probe point once we have formed the next probe point. 
Variables assigned directly are highlighted in green, variables that are keys for some lock that 
are currently locking that lock are yellow, and locked variables are red. 

5.3 Benefits and Weaknesses 

This strategy provides a few primary benefits. The first is that it greatly decreases the number 

of database calls necessary over the course of the algorithm, since every potential probe point 

covered by a box with two non-A variables will be skipped. 

The number of database calls thusly skipped is dependent on the index of the binary box's 

variables. For instance, suppose that the key to some lock is one of the earliest variables, while 

the lock is one of the latest. Further suppose this is the only box that contains a number of 

probe points. Now, without the locks system, this box will have to be discovered and reduced 

on numerous of times over the execution of the program. If it is the unique containing box 

for a thousand probe points, that is a thousand contains calls to the database that must be 

done to find this box, a thousand iterations of shrinking on the input and performing the merge 

operation. And a thousand is a very conservative estimate: when databases have only a few 
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thousand boxes over a search space of hundreds of variables, yet have only a few dozen output 

points, the average box must be responsible for an exponentially large number of probe points. 

On the other hand, let us consider what happens in the locks system. Here, after the probe 

point assigns the variable corresponding to the key, the lock is immediately set. Furthermore, it 

will not be unset until the probe point is reduced by a containing box whose last non-A variable 

is before or at the lock. Thus, we only have to reconsider the box whenever the probe point 

shrinks all the way to that point, massively reducing the frequency with which we do so. This 

directly translates into fewer database calls, which makes for a more efficient program. 

Our second primary benefit arises from the fact that many benchmarks have a dispropor

tionate number of binary clauses relative to other lengths. It is not uncommon, for instance, 

for over half of all clauses to be binary. As such, by handling these binary clauses separately, we 

significantly reduce the number of clauses we have to store in our database. Ergo, the time for 

each individual search will also decrease. 

The cost for these efforts comes predominantly in the form of preprocessing. In order to 

efficiently determine all key-lock pairs, we need to have them all precalculated before com

mencing the algorithm proper. The penalty isn't too severe, since we can largely reduce the 

problem to performing a series of depth-first searches, but on datasets that standard Tetris can 

handle quickly, this will be enough to significantly increase the runtime. 

5.4 Results 

Now, let's see how the strategy performs in practice. For these tests, whose results are listed in 

Table 5.1, we took the same set of datasets used in the previous chapter and subjected them 

to a few additional measurements. First, we calculated the total time that the algorithm spent 

accessing the database. We claimed in Section 5.3 that this strategy would significantly reduce 

the cost of making Contains calls, and this will verify that. 

Second, we record the number of calls made to the database. As we can see in Algorithm 3, 

the primary loop of the algorithm can be summarized as first creating a probe point, then mak

ing one or two database calls to find a containing box (or determine that the probe point is an 

output point), shrinking the probe point to the size of the containing box, merging if necessary, 

and then repeating the process anew. Thus, the number of database calls is analogous to the 
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number of loops, and it is natural to assume that reducing the number of loops improves the 

potential performance of the algorithm given optimum engineering. 

PERFORMANCE OF LOCKS ON VARIOUS DATASETS 

Mode Without Locks With Locks 

Dataset Total Time Rounds DB Time Total Time Rounds DB Time 

LS5 firstrow 39.62 3.89e7 26.87 6.24 4.03e6 2.86 

LS6 firstrow 274.99 l.82e8 201.57 31.09 l.92e7 7.54 

LS6 diag 266.00 l.88e8 190.21 35.46 2.13e7 8.79 

ls8-simplified2 5.70 4.5le6 3.73 6.22 2.03e4 3.10 

grid32 0.34 6.8e3 0.22 63.46 4e0 negl. 

ais6 0.02 l.09e4 0.01 0.02 4.72e3 0.01 

ais8 0.30 l.7le5 0.19 0.32 7.74e4 0.11 

aisl0 10.82 2.60e6 5.77 11.02 l.18e6 4.45 

Table 5.1: Runtimes of a selection of datasets, along with the number of database accesses and 
the time spent on the database. All comparisons are with singleton disabled. Note that the long 
runtime for grid32 in particular arose almost entirely from the preprocessing step; the runtime 
of the algorithm proper was less than a hundredth of a second. 

The first point to note is the significant reduction in the number of rounds. Most standard 

SAT datasets saw an order of magnitude decrease in the number of database calls, and some 

datasets that featured exceptionally high numbers of binary clauses saw a three orders of mag

nitude difference between the same dataset run with and without locks. 

With this difference also came a significant impact in the time spent in the database. But 

where a null hypothesis would be that that time would be smaller by an amount proportional 

to the decrease in calls to the database, we see instead that we save an additional order of mag

nitude or more. Thus, we are clearly also achieving our additional goal of speeding up each 

individual call to the database. 

What we do not see is a consistent decrease in runtime. While some datasets show marked 

improvement, others prove slightly or even significantly slower with the addition of locks. We 

are thus forced to ask, what penalties are we facing? 
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The first culprit is the additional levels of preprocessing. While each depth-first search men

tioned in Section 5.3 is not terribly costly, when there are thousands of variables, the time is 

non-negligible. For datasets for which the normal runtime was not especially large, and for 

which there are thousands of variables, this cost weighs on the overall runtime. 

Additionally, the locks system forces us to slow down the advancement and shrinking of 

probe points in a quantifiable manner. For instance, advancing a probe point in the standard 

algorithm can be reduced to simply writing "F" en masse over every A remaining in the probe 

point, while shrinking a probe point is simply writing the value A to a number of blocks of the 

probe point. 

However, in the locks system, we have seen that the process is more complicated. Whenever 

the assignment of a variable would set the value of a key, we have to do additional work, and we 

must detect any set locks and not assign the locks new values. Furthermore, when shrinking, 

we must again make sure not to adjust the value of locked variables, and must take additional 

actions whenever we set a key to A. This significantly slows down the process, and proves to 

add a significant penalty to the runtime. 

With that said, it should be noted that the locks code is far less mature than the rest of the 

code. With further work, we believe that these penalties can be mitigated, and that the locks 

strategy will prove to be far superior. 
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Algorithm 16 Locks-based Tetris 
1: Establish variable ordering {See Section 3. 2} 
2: Remove binary clauses to create locks dictionary L 
3: Add the transitive closure of all binary clauses to L 
4: Build the database Dusing Section 2.l's Algorithm 1 {Converts CNF input to boxes} 

: C<---0,p<-(.F,.F, ... ,F),L<-Anemptyarrayofsizen{This array is implicit in [38]} 

6: while (A, A, ... ,,1) (f. C do 
7: b' ._ NULL 
8: if (b ._ C.Contains(p)) is nonempty then 
9: b' ._ b 

: else if (A._ D.GetAIIContainingBoxes(p)) is nonempty then 
11: for all boxes b EA do 
12: C.lnsert(b) {Section 3. 1. 2 's Algorithm 4} 
13: end for 
14: b' ._ A[O] 

: else 
16: Increase the output size by one.{p is an output point} 
17: C.lnsert(p) {Section 3.1.2's Algorithm 4} 
18: b' ._ p{Note that this is a copy} 
19: end if 

: k ._ the location of the last non-A variable in b' w.r.t. the variable ordering 
21 : if b~ =F then 
22: L[k] =b' {Store the most recent left-branching box for a given depth} 
23: else 
24: r ._ b' EB L[k] {Resolve this right-branching box with the corresponding 

left-branching box} 
: C.lnsert(r) 

26: end if 
27: Shrink p on b' {Algorithm 15} 
28: Advance(p) {Algorithm 14} 
29: end while 

: Return the number of output points. 
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6 

RELATED WORK 

6.1 Tetris 

Our work builds on Tetris as developed by Abo Khamis et al. in [38]. In that work, the authors 

introduced Tetris as a beyond-worst-case algorithm for geometrically solving the database join 

problem. This in turn built on work on the Minesweeper [46], NPRR [47] and Leapfrog [56] 

algorithms, of which Tetris is a generalization. Furthermore, Tetris itself is can be considered a 

version of the DPLL algorithm [22] with clause learning. In DPLL, which is itself an evolution 

of the earlier DP [23] algorithm, a variable is chosen at every stage and assigned to be either 

true or false. The algorithm then uses unit propagation in order to simplify clauses under these 

assumptions. In this techniques, after the solver assigns a value to a variable, every other clause 

is inspected to see if this assignment creates a unit clause (i.e. a clause with only one variable in 

it), and to see if resolutions can be performed. This process continues until a conflicting clause 

(that is, a clause that is violated by the assignments) is found, at which point the algorithm is 

forced to backtrack. In the clause learning versions, introduced in [53], the solver takes this 

as an opportunity. It determines where it went astray, adds a new clause to its cache that is 

the negation of this errant assignment, non-chronologically backtracks to where this decision

making took place, and then proceeds in the opposite direction. 

The reasoning why C N FTetris is a form of this algorithm follows from the aforementioned 

method in Section 2.1 of converting from SAT clauses to boxes, and vice-versa (see Algorithm 

1). Since these two representations are exactly equivalent, any operation performed on one 

representation can be translated into an operation on the other. Hence, every single operation 

Tetris performs on the boxes over its execution must correspond exactly to a set of operations 

on the original clauses. 
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For instance, the Contains operation defined in Definition 6 and expanded on in Algorithm 

6 matches up with the idea of a conflicting clause. When a containing box is found, we can 

consider this as finding a box that rejects the current probe point as a potential output point. 

Meanwhile, a conflicting clause rejects a potential satisfying assignment in much the same way. 

Furthermore, over the course ofTetris, the algorithm tentatively assigns a variable to either true 

or false, and then proceeds along with this assumption until a contradiction is found, all while 

learning additional clauses where possible through the resolution process. When a containing 

box is found or synthesized through resolution, and we advance the probe point accordingly, 

we are in essence backtracking to the earliest decision point and choosing to go in the opposite 

direction, just as DPLL with clause learning does. Therefore, this is exactly the DPLL algorithm 

with clause learning, with the added restriction of a fixed global variable ordering [38]. 

Tetris additionally utilizes a three-value logic system. While similar systems have been uti

lized in database schemes, such as by Zaniolo in [59], in these systems the three values are true, 

false, and unknown. Here, however, the three values we are considering can be summarized as 

true, false, and both. This causes a number of key differences. For instance, true A unknown is 

equivalent to unknown, while true A both is equivalent to true. Similarly, true v unknown is equiv

alent to true, while true v both is equivalent to both. 

6.2 Runtime 

Let us next address the issue of runtime. As we initially addressed in Section 1, SAT solvers work 

on NP problems, which are believed to be impossible for any algorithm to solve in polynomial 

time in the worst case. In practice, however, SAT solvers do succeed, largely because they work 

not over the worst case but rather over instances that have some degree of structure. Thus, a 

natural question becomes: what makes certain instances easier for SAT solvers? 

One answer, posited and defended in [45], suggest that the answer is communities. In other 

words, it is that many SAT instances naturally cluster, with groups of verticies having a large 

number of edges between them, and few outgoing edges to the rest of the graph. We also see 

that this concept dovetails with our own conception of interconnectedness from Definition 14 

in Section 3.2, which we used when calculating our ordering. 
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6.3 Applications 

#SAT solvers have been applied to many real-world problems. As mentioned in Section 1, 

probabilistic logical programming is one such domain [17], but there are many more than this. 

For instance, [57] uses SAT solvers to determine if two reversible circuits are equivalent. If one 

were to further ask for the probability that a given outcome arises from a quantum circuit, this 

amounts to the probability that the circuit, converted to a SAT formula, is satisfied; thus, much 

as in [17], one could use a model counter. 

A second use comes in sampling. Many #SAT solvers can be modified to output the list of 

solutions, rather than simply the count. Tetris in particular, due to its origins as a database join 

engine, was originally designed to do exactly that; while that ability was disabled in order to 

improve its speed, it can easily be re-enabled if desired. Then, by selecting solutions at random 

from this list, one can effectively sample satisfying solutions [30]. 

6.4 A Brief History ofModel Counting 

Much work has been done in creating SAT solvers. Ever since the NP class of problem's intro

duction and its believed - but never proven - difficulty established, researchers have endeav

ored to create new and more efficient mechanisms to tackle these problems. We will give a brief 

overview of this history, starting with the introduction of the problem itself and the historical 

developments in model counting algorithms, and then move into a discussion of state-of-the

art solvers. 

6.4.1 Introduction of NP 

Many early computer science researchers were interested in determining which problems were 

solvable efficiently; that is, without relying on brute force [54]. This class came to be known as 

P, for polynomial, as they were the set of pro bl ems solvable by a Turing machine in polynomial 

time. 

Given such a classification, it was then natural to seek to classify those problems that lay 

outside of P. One such class, and the one we are concerned about, was NP, or the set of prob

lems solvable by a Turing machine in nondeterministic polynomial time [?]. Equivalently, this 

is the set of pro bl ems for which a positive result can be verified in polynomial time. 
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This alone would not have been especially interesting were it not for the seminal work of 

Cook [20] and Levin [40], who independently established the first NP-complete problems. To 

explain this classification, we must first discuss reductions. A reduction is a procedure by which 

any instance of one problem can be transformed into an instance of some other problem. It 

thus follows that, if there is an efficient means by which we can find a solution for the problem 

one has reduced into, we can find the solution to the problem we have reduced from. An NP

complete problem, then, is a problem that is both in NP and to which any problem in NP can 

be reduced. 

This definition gives rise to a subtle but important fact: if there is a polynomial-time algo

rithm for any NP-complete problem, then all NP problems are solvable in polynomial time. 

Even in those early days, it was generally believed that such an algorithm did not exist [29], a 

belief that remains strong yet unproven to this day. Yet the ranks of the NP-complete prob

lems only continued to grow. Researchers soon established canonical NP-complete problems 

familiar to modern researchers, such as the Hamiltonian circuit problem, as belonging to NP

complete [29]. Indeed, by 1979, lists of over 300 such problems had already been compiled [16]. 

6.4.2 Early Techniques 

As the list grew, the problems under consideration expanded beyond simply those interesting 

to theoretic computational complexity and into more applied domains, such as artificial intel

ligence, databases, programming languages, and computer networks [19]. Hence, focus began 

to shift from simply proving that these problems were believed impractical to finding either re

laxations of problems, or for finding algorithms that succeeded in the average case. We have 

focused on the latter category, and will continue to do so. 

The first major development was with the DP algorithm, introduced by Davis and Putnam in 

[23]. This was soon expanded by the original authors together with Logemann and Loveland in 

[22]. These algorithms still serve as the backbone of modern SAT and #SAT solvers, including 

CNFTetris a testament to their ingenuity and generality. Details of this algorithm can be found 

earlier in this chapter, in Section 11. 

What developments have since been added to Tetris have generally focused on minor im

provements to the core algorithm. One of the biggest was clause learning, introduced in [53], 

which is also discussed in Section 11. Another major enhancements is backjumping, which 
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allow an algorithm to jump back to an earlier point in the decision tree without previously un

doing all decisions between that point and the present time [49]. 

6.4.3 Modern Solvers 

Let us briefly discuss those state-of-the-art solvers we are comparing our work against. First, 

let us consider Cachet [51]. This solver was originally released in 2005, with minor compatibility 

updates continuing through the most recent version, which came out in 2015 [2]. 

Next, there is sharpSAT. First released in 2006, sharpSAT significantly eclipsed contempo

rary solvers [55]. sharpSAT has been maintained over time, with the most recent release in 2013 

[12]. 

Finally, we come to dSharp. The most recently released of our three competitors, dSharp 

was introduced in 2012 in order to efficiently compile CNF problems into the Decomposable 

Negation Normal Form language [44]. Further work allowed it to function as a model counter, 

which is how we utilize it. The version we use was released in 2016. 

What all of these solvers have in common, including C N FTetris, is that they have at their core 

a form of the DPLL algorithm with clause learning; indeed, almost all modern SAT and #SAT 

solvers do so [18]. The differences, then, come in terms ofefficiency. Each solver uses a different 

array of techniques in order to effectively cache and recover learned clauses, to determine the 

variable ordering, and to identify clause conflicts. 

With Cachet, the authors focused on adding component caching capabilities on top of an 

existing SAT solver, ZChaff [51], the theoretical grounds for which were themselves introduced 

in [ 42]. This caching involved the storing of sub pro bl ems in a local cache, so that these clauses 

would not have to be re-derived by Cachet at a later juncture, thereby reducing redundant cal

culations over the course of the algorithm. This can be viewed as analogous to how C N FTetris 

stores learned boxes in a local cache, which it checks for containing boxes before examining the 

original database. A subproblem, meanwhile, could be thought of as a box with a high percent

age of variables set to A. 

However, one key difference here is the nature of the cached components. In Cachet, due to 

how the algorithm functions, it must regularly prune the cache of siblings that would otherwise 

cause it to undercount the number of models [51]. CN FTetris, in contrast, needs to perform no 

such pruning; it will naturally determine the exact number of models without any additional 

work. 
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sharpSAT built on the work in Cachet while adding new ideas of its own [55]. Boolean con

straint propagation (also known as the failed literal rule [32]) and unit propagation heuristics 

are used by sharpSAT to identify failed literals with greater efficiency than was done in Cachet 

[55]. However, by fixing the variable order, CNFTetris simplifies this process. Ultimately, this 

means that it finds its conflicting boxes in a fundamentally different manner than sharpSAT 

does, which provides room for CNFTetris to outperform sharpSAT. 

dSharp, much like how sharpSAT built on Cachet uses sharpSAT as a core component [44]. 

The authors perform a DNNF translation, and then use properties of decomposability and de

terminism to perform model counting [32]. Though these differences do allow it to outperform 

more pure DPLL-based solvers on some benchmarks [32], since this system still uses sharpSAT 

as a core component, it still shares many of the same advantages and disadvantages in compar

ison to CNFTetris. 

As we have seen, all of the competing solvers can be viewed as evolutions along a single 

line. While CNFTetris does not throw the baby out with the bathwater - that is, while CN

FTetris still continues to implement the classic DPLL algorithm - it does represent a distinct 

deviation from that line, challenging assumptions such as the necessity of allowing a non-fixed 

global variable ordering and the much more complex data storage scheme necessary in order 

to accommodate this. While this has necessitated much work in order to implement, it has also 

shown vast promise. 
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7 

CONCLUSION 

We have successfully applied the theoretical Tetris framework introduced in [38] to model 

counting problems. The demonstrated results have shown that Tetris can compete with and, on 

some datasets, even surpass other state-of-the-art solvers. We will now proceed to review our 

progress towards the theoretical implications laid out in Chapter 1, then address some ques

tions we have left unanswered that remain potential avenues for future work. 

7.1 Code 

We (will) have made available the code for Tetris on GitHub. It can (in the future) be found at 

http://github.com/jdobler2/cnftetris. 

7.2 Review ofTheoretical Implications 

Here, we will revisit the theoretical implications addressed in Section 1.2. 

1. Extending Tetris beyond join queries 1. We have established that Tetris can be extended to 

the realm of SAT and #SATWe did so not by applying the algorithm as presented in [38] 

directly, but by modifying it in order to best fit the demands of SAT and #SAT. Ergo, the 

possibility to extending it to new domains is a promising one. 

2. Computing orderings efficiently 2. Over the course of our research, we have come up 

with dozens of orderings, even beyond the several that have been presented in this thesis. 

Though we have focused on and analyzed those that succeeded most widely, all had their 
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strengths and weaknesses. Thorough analysis of all of this data could likely prove fertile 

ground for investigating Generalized Hypertree Decompositions. 

3. Time-space tradeoff3. Initial attempts at implementing the algorithms in this thesis re

sulted in an explosion of memory used. Even when run on machines with terabytes of 

memory, initial iterations of CNFTetris quickly filled all available memory, much to the 

anger of some very reasonable system administrators. This drove both the early devel

opment of the database system, which was made to store each box using the minimum 

amount of memory possible, and also the development of systems to restrict which boxes 

ere stored. The former development made possible later work in performing the SIMD

based set intersection techniques, and the latter proved to directly improve the algo

rithm's runtime by reducing the size of the database that CNFTetris needed to search. 

We thus see that, rather than acting at cross-purposes, the quest to reduce the memory 

footprint of the code in fact helped drive some of its improvements in terms of time. 

7.3 Open Questions 

Nevertheless, there remain several potential avenues of research for us to explore: 

1. An Explanation for When Tetris Succeeds. As addressed in Section 6.2, while there is no 

perfect predictor of when and why a SAT solver will be able to solve a problem instance in 

a reasonable amount of time, heuristic methods have been developed whose outputs cor

relate with the set of instances on which SAT solvers excel. We similarly can produce ex

planations for why Tetris does well in certain SAT instances, such as the graph instances 

and the randomly-generated instances. However, no such framework, theoretic or heuris

tic, exists for why Tetris succeeds on some standard SAT benchmarks and not others. To 

have such a framework would be highly elucidating, and would likely help drive the de

velopment of the model counter itself. 

One proposed framework is general hypertree decompositions, or GHD. GHDs were de

veloped in database theory for the purpose of determining a class of constraint satisfac

tion problem that was tractable [33]. Due to Tetris's history as a database join engine, 

there is thus hope that one can utilize these decompositions to establish a class of prob

lems on which Tetris succeeds and other solvers struggle. 
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2. Improvements on Locks Overhead. While we saw in Section 5.4 that the locks framework 

massively improves performance on several metrics, the current implementation pro

duces enough overhead that the overall runtime does not improve significantly. To reduce 

that overhead is therefore a notable goal; to what extent that goal can be realized remains 

an open question. 

One path forwards here might be to allow T etris to become more non-chronological. One 

can view the process of assigning T and F values to the probe point box as making a series 

of decisions on which direction in the tree that is the search space to explore. The means 

by which Tetris remembers and undoes these decisions can be viewed as a stack: in order 

to undo one decision, Tetris must first undo every decision that it has made since making 

that decision. Such a procedure is, in SAT literature, called chronological backtracking. 

In standard Tetris, this made a lot of sense because it allowed for efficient storage and 

querying of boxes. However, locks provide us a means to store a certain type of box 

such that it can be looked up in constant time. This opens up the possibility for per

forming non-chronological backtracking, where we allow ourselves to undo not the most 

recent decision but rather one from earlier in the process. For instance, perhaps the probe 

point could be built dynamically based on boxes in the database, with locks automatically 

switching on and off as their conditions are satisfied and unsatisfied, respectively. This 

could strongly and positively impact the runtime of the code, and mitigate the penalties 

the locks strategy currently suffers from. 

3. Beyond #SAT For this thesis, we have largely concerned ourselves with #SAT which is 

the problem of counting the number of solutions to a given SAT formula. While this has 

many practical applications, there are other additional ways to expand the SAT problem. 

One of those is MaxSAT. Recall that, in a SAT problem, we are concerned only with 

whether or not the formula is satisfiable. However, satisfiability is not always the only 

goal. While a solution that satisfies all clauses would generally be ideal, in the event that 

this is impossible, one's goal might shift to trying to finding the solution that minimizes 

the cost of the violated clauses - or, equivalently, maximizes the value of the satisfied 

clauses. This is, in layman's terms, the definition of MaxSAT. 

Much like SAT and #SAT problems, MaxSAT problems have many practical applications. 

For instance, take airlines. As anyone who has ever flown can attest to, making all the 
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flights be full (but not overbooked) and on-time is frequently a problem with no perfect 

answer; in SAT terms, it is unsatisfiable. However, this does not mean that the airlines can 

simply throw up their hands and surrender at the first hint of trouble, instead, they must 

minimize trouble. What is the minimum amount of money to spend to get a passenger to 

surrender his or her seat on an overbooked flight, plus the amount of money it will cost 

to book that individual's new flight (and, potentially, their hotel room and other arrange

ments)? If one plane has mechanical trouble, what flight should be delayed to minimize 

the number of customers adversely impacted? These are real questions that real airlines 

ask every single day, and all of them can be modeled as a MaxSAT problem. 

Thus, given Tetris 's success, one natural goal might be to extend Tetris to MaxSAT. Indeed, 

we attempted this, but met with several obstacles. The single largest issue was that the 

resolution operator became significantly more complicated, largely because the cost, or 

weight, of boxes must be tracked. Recall from Section 2.2 that the resolution of any two 

boxes is a single box. Then this box is inserted into the cache, joining the two boxes that 

created it. 

In MaxSAT, this is no longer the case. Instead, the output needs to be split into three 

possibilities: points in the search space that were in both input boxes, and points that 

are in exactly one or the other. Then all three of these boxes need to be input into the 

database, and the two input boxes need to be removed- because if they are not, we would 

double-count their cost. In addition to this, many of the simplifications and shortcuts we 

have introduced no longer work. When searching for containing boxes, finding simply 

one box is no longer sufficient - we must find all such boxes so that we can find the total 

weight of the clauses merged. This adds a significant amount of complication, which 

made the code run too slowly on real instances. 

Of course, it is more than possible that there is a more efficient way to handle these cases. 

Thus, one question is whether or not it is possible to create a competitive MaxSAT solver 

that overcomes these issues? 

Additionally, there are additional, indirect methods to attacking MaxSAT problems. Namely, 

one can utilize a SAT solver and an MI P (Mixed Integer Problem) solver in conjunction[21]. 

The basic idea is that the SAT solver is used to find a unsatisfiable core to the original 

MaxSAT problem. This core will be a subproblem of the original MaxSAT problem, con

taining far few variables than the total problem. Then, the MI P solver can find the optimal 
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value for those variables. Once this is done, these variables are given the assignments de

termined by the MI P solver, simplifying the original problem. The procedure then returns 

to the SAT solver, which will either determine that the resulting problem is satisfiable, in 

which case the algorithm terminates; or else find a new unsatisfiable core and the process 

begins anew. It is thus natural to ask if the SAT solver in this procedure could be Tetris 

and what modifications should be made to Tetris in order to make it perform this role 

optimally. 
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A 

DATASET DATA 

Wikivote [39] contains 39 variables and 7 45485 clauses; Face book [39], 36 variables and 464234 

clauses; and Soc-Epinions [39], 51 variables and 4578589 clauses (all clause data is for 3-clique; 

2-path has approximately 213rd that number of clauses). 

For the SAT datasets, AIS6 [6] has 61 variables and 581 clauses; AIS8 [6], 113 variables and 

1520 clauses; AISl0 [6], 181 variables and 3151 clauses; AIS12 [6], 265 variables and 5666 clauses; 

ls8-simplified2 [4], 172 vars and 673 clauses; ls8-simplified4 [4], 119 variables and 410 clauses; 

ls8-simplified5 [4], 83 variables and 231 clauses; grid32 [4], 1024 variables and 3968 clauses; 

2bitmax [4], 252 variables and 766 clauses; LS5-firstr [4], 125 variables and 529 clauses; LS6-firstr 

[4], 216 variables and 1733 clauses; LS6_diag [4], 216 variables and 1734 clauses; flatl25-l.cnf 

[8], 375 variables and 1403 clauses; flatl25-2.cnf [8], 375 variables and 1403 clauses; flatl25-

3.cnf [8], 375 variables and 1403 clauses; anomaly [7], 48 variables and 261 clauses; bwlarge_a 

[7], 459 variables and 4675 clauses; bwlarge_b [7], 1037 variables and 13772 clauses; bwlarge_c 

[7], 3016 variables and 50457 clauses; huge [7], 459 variables and 7054 clauses; logistics a [9], 

828 variables and 6718 clauses; logistics b [9], 843 variables and 7301 clauses; logistics c [9], 

1141 variables and 10719 clauses; medium [9], 116 variables and 953 clauses; qgl-07 [11], 343 

variables and 68083 clauses; qg2-07 [11], 343 variables and 68083 clauses; qgl-08 [11], 512 vari

ables and 148957 clauses; qg2-08 [11], 512 variables and 148957 clauses; qg3-08 [11], 512 vari

ables and 10469 clauses; qg3-09 [11], 729 variables and 16732 clauses; qg4-08 [11], 512 variables 

and 9685 clauses; qg4-09 [11], 729 variables and 15580 clauses; SWl00-8-8.1 through 6 [l], 500 

variables and 3100 clauses each; bmc-gallileo-8 [10], 58074 variables and 294821 clauses; bmc

ibm-1 [10], 9685 variables and 55870 clauses; parl6-l.cnf [3], 1015 clauses and 3310 variables. 

A few additional datasets were omitted for space, such as ones where every solver was unable 

to terminate within the time limit. 
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